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by Paul Harris 
THE BUILD UP 

It must have been in 2004 that I was working on my computer and 

listening on the internet to Radio KBON based in Eunice, 

Louisiana. This station concentrates on playing local Louisiana 

music which includes my favoured genres of New Orleans R&B, 

Swamp Pop, Cajun and Zydeco. Station owner Paul Marx was the 

DJ and suddenly I was aurally aware of a Fats Domino record that 

I did not recognise. Being a Domino fanatic I thought I knew all 

his material so was rather surprised. After listening intently I came 

to the conclusion that in fact it was not Fats but it was the closest I 

had ever heard in voice, piano, style of material, backing, etc. 

Luckily this friendly station offers the facility to email the DJ 

whilst on air so I immediately dispatched an enquiry seeking full 

details of the artist and the recording. Amazingly I received a response within fifteen minutes or so. The artist was Al 

‘Lil Fats’ Jackson, the CD was entitled ‘Poor Man’s Blues’, recorded in 1997 and released on Kolab records KL-9101. 

The next problem was to track down this album. Having no luck on the internet I even ’phoned New Orleans’ top 

music store only to be told that the disc was out of print. In desperation I contacted New Orleans music expert and 

near-resident Rick Coleman who confirmed the unavailability of the CD but he did own the album and very kindly 

burned me a copy which he sent together with a scan of the artwork etc. 

On examining the ten tracks there were two covers of Fats numbers (including ‘The Fat Man’) plus eight wonderful 

self-written numbers that could have been composed for Fats himself, so close were they to his New Orleans R&B 

style. I have recently discovered that this album was nominated for a ‘Big Easy Award’ in 1998. A number of my 

friends are experts on Louisiana music in general and Fats in particular and even they were initially confused on 

hearing the anonymous performances. 

As time went by I became determined to get Al to England to play but was unable to trace any management or contact 

details. Eventually, via two Louisiana music business friends, I succeeded in obtaining agency information and then 

approached Hemsby promoter Willie Jeffery, supplying him with a copy of Al’s CD plus links to YouTube action 

clips. Willie expressed interest and, when the time was right, he approached the management company and a contract 

was negotiated. When Willie telephoned me to say that Al would be on the Hemsby stage at midnight on Saturday the 

ninth of May 2015 I was elated – an eleven-year-long dream fulfilled. This will be his first trip abroad and both he and 

his wife Tiffanie (they were married only in February 2014) are looking forward to the visit. 

THE MAN 

Alvin E. Jackson was born on 28 December 1973 in Marrero, Louisiana but he now lives in nearby Bridge City, south 

of the Mississippi from New Orleans. He had early links to music as his grandmother owned The Vet’s club in that 

town and she booked acts of such standing as Tommy Ridgley, Lloyd Price and Fats Domino. Furthermore, when Al’s 

grandfather removed records from the jukebox he gave them to Al who would listen to them over and over. Thus Al 

grew up surrounded by New Orleans R&B music and influenced by the likes of Smiley Lewis, Champion Jack Dupree 

and Professor Longhair. But his favourite was always Fats Domino. 

Al attended L.W. Higgins High School in Marrero where he learned to play many different musical instruments but 

only in supporting roles. His mother persuaded him to play piano at her office Christmas party and there he met Joe 

Cardenia who became Al’s agent and booked him around the New Orleans area. 

In 1997 Al met his idol Fats Domino and he marks this as one of the most important events in his life. They became 

good friends and Al treasures the times he spent at Fats’ home where he was given invaluable advice and the pair 

played piano together. 

Al has had two further CD releases since his amazing debut album. One of them, a 5 track collection entitled ‘Stuck’, 

seems designed to be sold at gigs. Al has been honoured to perform at two Domino ceremonies at Tipitina’s, one of 

the best-known clubs in New Orleans. The first occasion was to present Fats with replica Grammy Awards that he lost 

during the Hurricane Katrina debacle, the second a celebration of Fats’ 80th birthday in 2008. 

So all you Fats Domino fans, let’s provide support for the continuation of classic new Orleans R&B by gathering 

stage-front at the (be)witching hour in May and Let The Good Times Roll. With Fats no longer performing, this is the 

closest you will get. Well, ‘I’m Ready’!  

© Paul Harris 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7Siz9MbhRI
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 Paul Freeman looks down 

from above, makes a cutting 

riposte and says: 

“ HOLD  THE  THIRD  PAGE! ” 
 

Hi Gang.  

2015 greetings to you all, At the time of writing we are barely more 
than a week away from our tenth anniversary show at the Borderline. 
Yes!!! 10 amazing shows over the space of an incredible eight years 

at both the legendary 100 Club and, fast becoming legendary in the survival stakes, The 
Borderline who have been at the forefront of alternative music of numerous styles for well in 
excess of thirty five years. We shall be returning to the 100 Club on Sunday March 8th, as you will 
no doubt have read in the 'Buzz' column in our last issue No 82, for a fantastic night in 
collaboration with those two titans of the piano Big John Carter and Henri Herbert and Chris 
Corcoran Band for a fantastic evening of 
boogie woogie, rhythm and blues, and 
Rock’n’Roll piano. Such is the rarity of a 
show of this kind on a central London 
stage, at the time of this scribe’s fingers 
clumsily hitting this computer’s keyboard, 
we are already a quarter of capacity sold 
for this event.  

Gang, no time to "dilly-dally on the way" as 
the old music hall song tells us, for if you 
do then you are going to be very 
disappointed. tickets at just £12… where 
else, or who else would offer a deal like 
that? It costs twice that much to spend a 
couple of hours in one of London’s west 
end cinemas. I think we should run the 
flyer here (don't you Harry?) so that every 
time our loyal readers click on to view their 
favourite magazine on-line, or turn the 
pages of their paper copy in the comfort of 
their armchairs, they remind themselves to 
pick up the phone, send an email to order 
their tickets before, in a far more relaxed 
state of mind with a hot mug of tea at their 
side, they settle down to enjoy the rest of 
the magazine. 

Eight days later TFTW will find ourselves 

back at the Spice Of Life for the fourth 
time, on Monday 16th March as part of yet 
another collaboration, as we first told you about in my page three column last issue. Our very good 

friend here at tales from the woods, subscriber and member since the first day it entered the 

world, Dave Travis is celebrating 50 years in show business with a shindig of sheer magnificent 
splendour, befitting a musician, entertainer, publisher and writer who has survived in this fickle 
business of some six decades.  

In company of Linda Gail Lewis and Some Like It Hot, there can’t be more than a mere handful of 
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folks who read this magazine who need to 
be told that this lady is the sister of the 
legend that is Jerry Lee Lewis from 
Ferriday, Louisiana. There are certainly a 
few I suspect who have purchased tickets 
for the event and only just recently made 
that distinction, as the clock ticks past 
7:30pm on 23rd January 2015, close to 
half capacity tickets have been sold of 
which less than half of that number are 
Woodies, or indeed names known 
generally on the Rock’n’Roll scene. Looks 
like we got to run that flyer again, Harry, to 
remind these good rockin’ folks to pull their 
fingers out if they want to share in Dave 
Travis’ celebration with a performer of 
legendary status on a central London 
stage at a well-equipped, comfortable and 
near perfect venue, all for a tenner. 
Blimey!! Cross the road to the Phoenix 
Theatre bar and that will buy you one pint 
and a packet of crisps. It’s worth 
mentioning too that at the Spice Of Life the 
ground floor bar serves excellent pub 
grub, an excellent way to start your 
evening before toddling down a dozen or 
so stairs for an unforgettable night of great 
rockin’ music and chat with friends old and 
new. 

  

London’s only remaining evening newspaper, the [sub] Standard ran a couple of paragraphs on 
page 9 concerning itself with the plight of rapidly disappearing music venues. "New bid to save 
music venues" jumped out of the page to grab my attention as I turned pages during my brief train 
journey. the piece went on to say, and I quote, "A NEW organisation to fight the closure threat to 
landmark London music venues was unveiled today, as Mayor Boris Johnson promised a task 
force to investigate the problem." Excuse me!!!!! Boris The Barbarian is going to chair a committee 
into saving our popular cultural heritage, the same man who has overseen the demise of the 12 
Bar Club in Denmark Street, otherwise known as London’s Tin Pan Alley, pushing this historical 
venue into the outer reaches of the northern inner suburb of Holloway, demolishing the building 
which housed the venue which dates back several centuries.  

The street which boasts a mere length of barely more than 150 metres, now houses more bars 
and restaurants than musical instrument shops, forced out by ever increasing rents from land 
owners so admired by Mayor Boris, whose business meeting dinners he is so regularly invited to 
attend and speak so amusingly and deceptively eloquently whilst laced with his trademark 

buffoonery, cracking embarrassing patronising jokes at the expense of 
tube train drivers (subway train drivers to our European and Stateside 
readers), suggesting that even his hopelessly unpractical business 
associates could learn to do their job in around two weeks. 

The very same Boris The Barbarian who oversaw the demolition of the 
area known as Spitalfields, tearing out the cultural heart of the area and 
forcing its populace to flee in search of cheaper rents and general living 
costs, filled with trendy bars and expensive restaurants, in effect an 
exclusive playground for his friends in the city’s square mile business 
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district. The demolition of the 19th century former railway terminal Bishopsgate, a wanton piece of 
vandalism on a par with the destruction of the Doric arch which stood outside Euston station in the 
1960s. The same Boris that has allowed Westminster Council along with its bedfellows Land 
Securities to tear down the old London with all its faults, nooks, crannies, and eccentricity, 
replacing it with their vision of a brave new world of concrete and glass, where no doubt our every 
move will be captured on camera. 

However there is a faint light at the end of the tunnel that may help to save scraps of our capital 
city before it's too late. People are finally speaking out; veteran Guardian and Observer journalist 
Eva Wiseman spoke of it in her highly readable and informative article. Eva, a Soho resident for 
many years, is rapidly growing to hate the city she once loved offering examples of disappearing 
alleys off Oxford Street lost to the path of the all-conquering Crossrail, facades exist where there 
were once buildings. On the door of an abandoned café in Soho’s Old Compton Street where the 
former owner whose lease was not renewed is a note, hand written in biro, which simply says " 
Goodbye, sorry for the handwritten note, too hard to do it face to face". Eva asks at the bottom of 
the page, and again I quote "The thing I find most confusing about this new glass London is the 
question, who is it for? 

Indeed. 

Voices are being raised in anger and frustration, I feel it is our duty at tales from the woods to 

do our bit as well however small and inconsequential it may prove to be. That is why we are 
running Henry Scott-Irving’s on-line petition to save as much of Denmark Street as possible. 
Please add your name, help to retain the sanity of our city before it disappears forever. 

  

Don't Bin Tin Pan Alley!  

Save the 12 bar 

https://www.change.org/p/alex-bushell-don-t-bin-tin-pan-alley 

WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, PETITION CAMDEN COUNCIL AND ENGLISH HERITAGE TO: 

Preserve the heritage and integrity of Denmark Street, Tin Pan Alley and in particular the 12 Bar 
Club and to give the area the same special conservation status as Hatton Garden and Savile Row. 

Denmark Street has a long history dating back to the 1690’s and has been a Mecca for musicians 
from all genres from Jazz to Punk and everything in between.  The independent shops, recording 
studios and bars give the place a unique ambience which has attracted the likes of Lionel Bart, 
Jimi Hendrix, The Kinks, George Harrison, Thin Lizzy, Elton John, David Bowie, Marc Bolan, 
Rolling Stones, Small Faces, The Sex Pistols and countless others to shop, record or write there. 

Today the 12 Bar Club plays host to live music 7 nights a week and continues the streets long 
tradition of giving a stage to musicians - local, 
national and international - who want their music to 
be heard and customers who want to hear it.  There 
is nowhere like it in the West End, or anywhere else.  
It is essential that the venue survives to both provide 
a platform for future bands to ply their craft and to 
provide a venue for audiences who appreciate live 
music in an intimate setting. 

 It is a unique place, with Grade II Listing, and 
steeped in a history that should be preserved and 
maintained for future generations.  Too many of 
London’s historical venues have been lost to 
developers or big businesses; we implore you not to 
let the 12 Bar Club be the next on that shameful list. 

At the time of publishing, the petition has passed 
26,000. 

https://www.change.org/p/alex-bushell-don-t-bin-tin-pan-alley
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"There's been a load of compromising on the road to my horizon" 
sang country/pop crossover artist, Glen Campbell, some number 
of decades past. I would not say that there’s actually been 

compromising on this particular road for TFTW to return to a 

Theatre stage, this horizon being the Kentish Thames estuary 
town of Gravesend, more sort of adjustments and bouncing of 
suggestions. Happily that is all in the past now, as on 22nd 
January preparations for exchange of contracts went ahead. as 
reported in Issue 82 ‘Buzz’ column 'An Evening Of Explosive 
Rhythm and Blues and Rock’n’Roll' will scream out from posters outside the Woodville Halls 
Theatre at the aforementioned town of Gravesend on Sunday 17th May, a four hour extravaganza 
which will star Chris Farlowe and the Norman Beaker Band. Cliff Bennett, who will not as 
reported in the last issue be bringing his Rebel-rousers due to internal problems, will be 

performing his third incredible show for TFTW with Norman's band like he has done numerous 

times in the past. Graham Fenton, who is no stranger to our stages, on this occasion in company 
of the hit-making band of many decades standing and a first for us, I refer of-course to Matchbox. 
1st February headliner at the Borderline, Beryl Marsden will once again be strutting her 

unsurpassable stuff. Making his debut for us here at TFTW, although he often pops in to see us at 

our shows, will be none other than that icon of stage, screen and record, Jess Conrad who has 
kindly agreed to be our singing MC.  Although we have a pretty good idea how we intend to price 
the tickets we are as yet to make the final decision. Soon we shall announce the result through the 
usual channels, nothing else to say really except to 'watch this space'. 

             

As anyone who knows this editor well, or indeed has visited the tales from the woods 

headquarters here in Bromley, Kent will know that, when time allows away from tales from the 

woods, my part time day-job, or general duties that beckon, will find me in my garden, regardless 

of season or climate, fussing over my bed of pansies, planting petunias in the spring in a not too 
shady area, many a happy hour spent following the milkman with a bucket and spade so that my 
roses will forever glow and grow strong. 

An avid listener to BBC 4 Radio’s long running Gardener’s 
Question Time, barely missing an episode over the years, 
the radio show that began life on 9th April 1947, just a 
couple of years shy of an amazing sixty years. What I did 
not know until relatively recently is that it started out purely 
as a regional programme beamed across just the north of 
England, not going national until 1957. By all accounts over 
30,000 questions have been put to the panel of experts over 
these past near sixty years, one of the tiny few radio 
programmes that in this digital age still boasts two repeats. Some of the most frequently asked 
questions over these many years are "Why haven't my seeds germinated?" or “How do I keep 
wood pigeons out of the garden?" A rarity in suburban Bromley indeed, however foxes alas are 
not, with the ever increasing fast food outlets populating high streets. Another popular question 
being "How do I tackle weeds?" Not a problem with this roots music editor and promoter, oh no!! 
On constant watch, no matter what! Before a weed has barely had the opportunity to blink in 
daylight, I am out there spade in hand, and it is disposed of within seconds. 
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9th January 2015 marked yet another sad chapter in the annals of tales 

from the woods history as it saw the passing of one of our closest 

friends and champions, that being Eric Nugent better known to all the 
good people who have so loyally attended our shows over the years as 
Rockin’ Ricky Stevens, our singing MC, whose professionalism was 
matched only by his enthusiasm, his unflappability was matched only by 
his life time of experience in the world of Rock’n’Roll, be it as singer with 
his band Velvet Collars around those northern parts of the UK, performing 
in Rock’n’Roll clubs, working men clubs, festivals and weekenders. 

In 1976 his status grew considerably, as mainland Europe invited him to 
perform when Ricky and the Velvet Collars entered the Guinness Book of 
Records after they had played and sung for a staggering 144 hours non-

stop. Soon Ricky’s phone was ringing continuously, offers to appear on TV and Radio, which led 
to appearances on the lucrative and highly prized cabaret circuit both at home and abroad. In 
Finland Ricky found chart success with his version of "Someone Someone" on the flip side was 
what I am sure was a personal favourite which he often performed on our 2is Reunion/British 
Rock’n’Roll Heritage Shows, I refer of-course to Tommy Roe’s "Sheila". However my personal 
favourite was his version of the Del Shannon masterpiece "The Answer (To Everything)" which 
Ricky performed just last year at our show to perfection, giving no indication whatsoever that his 
battle for life had already begun. Not too many months previously Ricky called me to say that he 
had been diagnosed with liver cancer and had been given between six to eighteen months to live. 
I just can’t put into words Ricky’s bravery; he appeared so matter of fact about it all, simply taking 
it on the chin and getting on with what time he had left. Ricky’s wife Hilary too would soon be 
undertaking chemo herself for own cancer. It is inconceivable what Ricky and Hilary must have 
been going through at the time. Ricky however remained upbeat and he was determined that he 
and Hilary would be at our 1st February show. I too believed they would be, like many of us 
Woodies, be it fans or musicians, felt that Ricky would be able to prolong his life long enough to do 
the show, alas sadly it would prove not to be.  

I first met Ricky and Hilary back in 2006, the day that Bob Mandry had his dream realised when 
Westminster Council finally allowed a plaque to be placed on the wall of a bar and restaurant in 
Old Compton Street, Soho, which was once the 2is Coffee Bar, the birthplace of British 
Rock’n’Roll. Ricky, as a teenage lad, served coffee at this tiny basement venue. Many of the 
artists and musicians who went on to have long careers in this fickle world of show business were 
in attendance that sunny and warm early Autumn afternoon, many of whom I am sure Ricky (or 
just plain Eric as he was in those days) would have taken their sixpences in exchange for a cup of 
frothy coffee. Ricky and Hilary came along to our 2is Show that following January at the 100 Club, 
believing as we all did this would be a one-off, never imagining there would be another and 
another reaching a total of 10 on 1st February. These shows were 
very much a learning curve for me, not the tight ship we run now, often 
running well over an hour over time, so when Ricky offered to MC 
these shows, I did not hesitate to agree. Suddenly we had discipline 
and expertise, it all began to tick over like clockwork, moving with us to 
the Borderline where we would never be allowed to run overtime, 
Ricky took a firm grip in partnership with our stage manager, helping to 
create what we have today. I shall personally miss Ricky very much. 
By the time you get to read this 1st February will have come and gone, 
I am convinced that Ricky will be with us in spirit to witness yet another 

piece of tales from the woods and British Rock’n’Roll history. 

Radio Sutch has broadcast a full hour tribute to Rockin’ Ricky on 
Wednesday 9th January which was repeated again the following 
Wednesday. It is available to hear via listen again facilities. 

© Paul Harris 

© Paul Harris 
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Just a few days before Ricky, the new year had barely begun before we 
learnt of the sudden death of another of our friends, first generation 
teddy boy John Lacey in Derby just a few weeks short of his 78th 
birthday. A true character, the type that only Rock’n’Roll can produce, a 
former bus driver who by all accounts was the most popular amongst the 
passengers at his depot, he made them all laugh, always had a cheery 
smile for them, no matter the time of day, or how deplorable the weather, 

That I can understand. The ritual of walking towards stage front at 
Hemsby or any other similar weekender to witness the American 
headliner in action, one of the many familiar faces, friends we have 
encountered so many time before, often over many decades, would be 

John, mischievous grin stretching from ear to ear upon a ritual greeting, dressed in his drape, hair 
and tash dyed, pint of beer in his hand, ready to Rock’n’Roll, No doubt his old mate and fellow 
Woodie Gordon Robinson was hovering not far away, engaged in conversation with those 
aforementioned familiar faces. John had lived a Rock’n’Roll life from the time of first being 
introduced to it whilst being stationed in Germany on national service during the years from 1955 
to 1957, seeing the film "Rock Around The Clock" which was dubbed in German. A year later in 
1958 he would witness Buddy Holly in action during his one and only 
British tour.   

John, along with his buddy Gordon, has attended our 2is shows at the 
Borderline, and I do believe they had plans to come again on 1st 
February, but that will now sadly not be. John though was rockin’ to the 
end; just last October 2014 I saw him at the Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll 
weekender just two months before his death. He was the same old John, 
no indication that time was running out. John like Ricky had a thousand 

stories to tell, and they were both on the TFTW list for future interviews, 

and now that can never be, a timely reminder how important these 
interviews are to those who shared those times, those who were not born 
and those yet to be born. 

                                             

At the time of going to press, we were shocked to hear 
of the passing of Charles Dale, long time Woodie and 
friend to a number of our members stretching back 
several decades. Dr Charles Dale, as he was known to 
many, wrote an amusing column for this magazine in its 
very early days, “Dr Dale’s Remedies” invariably involved prune juice. A 

larger than life character who attended many of our tales from the 

woods shows and in particular Hemsby Rock’n’Roll weekenders at 

which Charles achieved the almost record breaking attendance of almost 
all of its 52 events. 

 

We have run out of time and space in this issue to include our full 
obituary section. Since we last appeared on your screen and door mats 
we have lost more of our ever increasing list of musical heroes, but we 

shall attempt to do justice to as many of them as possible in our next issue. Apologies loyal 

readers but it has all been a little hectic here at the tales from the woods office of late. 
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JAZZ JUNCTION 

Carl Perkins Tops 2014 Jazz List 

 

As last year’s ‘Tracks of My Year’ article proved so popular amongst readers and kitchen staff 
alike, I thought I would reprise the idea.  However, the consequence of the miserly activity in my 
jazz purchases during the year is a reduced-size list of four tracks from the albums that I enjoyed 
the most.  Here they are. 

Way Cross Town (from the album Introducing Carl Perkins recorded in 1956). 
Jazz pianist Carl Perkins has nothing in common with the white rockabilly 
singer of the same name, although he does share his birthday with the death-
day of Elvis Presley.  He was born in Indianapolis in 1928, and played with 
Tiny Bradshaw and Big Jay McNeely before settling on the West Coast, where 
he was an early member of the Clifford Brown-Max Roach Quintet, though he 
never made any studio recordings with them.  In a short career (he died from a 
drugs overdose at age twenty-nine), he recorded only one album under his 

own name, which came out on the Dootone label.  The track I have chosen is the self-composed 
Way Cross Town, a place where Carl presumably had a good woman.  His blues-drenched 
playing was not impaired by a left arm which had been affected by polio and which resulted in it 
being held sideways over the keyboard.  Indeed, it may have added to the individuality of his style. 

Tenderly (from the Dexter Gordon album Dexter Blows Hot And Cool recorded in 1955). 
I am a sucker for the ballad playing of laconic tenor saxophonist Dexter Gordon 
(the only full-time jazz musician ever to be nominated for an acting Oscar), who 
even at this early stage of his career could create 
sumptuously beautiful interpretations of standards.  This 
track also came out on a Dootone album, and again one 
which benefitted from the excellent piano playing of Carl 
Perkins. 

Lomelin (from the Gerald Wilson Orchestra album In My Time recorded in 2005). 
Gerald Wilson, the only one of last year’s artists to make the list, returns with an 
album recorded forty-three years later.  His longevity as a big band leader is 
testimony to his outstanding ability in the genre.  Sadly he died last year at the 
age of ninety-six, although he remained active until almost the very end.  The 
track has filmic qualities and is driven along by the outstanding Mexican-
sounding lead trumpet of Jon Faddis. 

Angel Eyes (from the Mark Murphy album Rah recorded in 1961). 
Unusual for me to choose a vocalist, but Mark Murphy is a true jazz singer who 
has stood the test of time.  This song is the stunning opener to his 
breakthrough album and first for Riverside, which incidentally DJ (and learned 
football fan) Gilles Peterson selected as one of his ten favourite jazz albums.  I 
first heard Gilles Peterson on pirate radio in the early nineteen-eighties, when 
his enthusiasm for the dance quality of ‘modern’ jazz music of the previous 
thirty years or so attracted the youth of the day, and was, in part, responsible 
for a re-awakening of my love of the music. 

Dave Carroll 
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SOUL KITCHEN 
“Required reading” - John Broven. 

LOST SOULS 

WINFRED 'BLUE' LOVETT and EDWARD 'SONNY' BIVINS    

   

Two founding members of the legendary soul harmony group, the Manhattans, Winfred 'Blue' 
Lovett and Edward 'Sonny' Bivins, have passed away within days of each other. 

The Manhattans from Jersey City, New Jersey, were one of the more successful soul vocal 
groups, regularly charting from the mid-sixties through to the eighties. The group’s musical 
endeavour, to which they were best suited, being smooth love balladry, remained unrivalled. Their 
greatest success came in the seventies. 

They first recorded for Piney Records in 1962 followed by a move, in 1965, to Carnival Records, 
for which they placed eight singles on the R&B charts, beginning with 'I Wanna Be (Your 
Everything)'. In 1969 they moved to Deluxe Records. 

In 1973 they moved over to Columbia records, which coincided with original member and lead 
singer George Smith becoming seriously ill. His replacement was Gerald Alston, who became the 
group’s lead singer. Alston's incredibly smooth lead vocals took the group to a higher level, 
resulting in a string of top ten R&B and Pop hits, including 'Hurt', 'Kiss and Say Goodbye', 'Shining 
Star' and 'Crazy'.  

They signed to Valley Vue Records in 1989. The group’s final R&B chart tally was 41. They had 
planned a 2015 album. Both Lovett and Bivins formed reconstituted groups with some new 
members, and continued touring with many personnel changes along the way. 

Winfred 'Blue' Lovett’s composition 'Kiss and Say Goodbye' introduced by his deep spoken word 
prologue, will last the test of time. He died 10th December 2014, aged 74. Edward 'Sonny' Bivins 
died 5th December 2014, aged 77. 

WENDY RENE  

(Mary Frierson) Wendy Rene had a short recording career, 
yet still left a legacy. She was born in Memphis, Tennessee, 
in 1947. As a teenager she formed a singing quartet, the 
Drapels, which included her brother Johnny. In 1963 they 
auditioned for Stax records and were offered a recording 
contract. Frierson took the opportunity to show some of the 
songs she had written, and was also offered a solo contract. 

Initially The Drapels were employed as backing singers, and 
are featured on numerous Stax recordings, including, 'Jump 
Back', by Rufus Thomas. They had a couple of singles out on 
Volt Records, which failed to sell. 

She changed her name to a more appealing Wendy Rene, which she used regularly as a solo 
artist. Her first solo release, 'After Laughter (Comes Tears)' was released in August 1964, but 
failed to make any waves. The song had been recorded by the Drapels, but was released under 
Wendy Rene's name. The group split up soon afterwards. Her follow up 'Bar-B-Q' also failed to sell 
in any great quantities.  
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She continued to record, touring with the Stax reviews, and singing back-up vocals on numerous 
in-house recordings. In 1967 she was scheduled to fly on that fateful flight that killed Otis Redding 
etc. As luck would have it she decided to retire from music the day before.  

For the rest of her life she devoted herself to her family and the church. Several of her songs have 
been used in films, commercials, and sampled. In 2010 she returned briefly to the stage with an 
appearance at the Ponderosa Stomp. She died 16th December 2014. 

JO JO BENSON  

Jo Jo Benson is better known for his duets with Peggy Scott, which gave 
the duo four R&B/Pop chart entries in 1968/1969. 

(Joseph Hewell) Jo Jo Benson was born 15 April 1938 in Phoenix City, 
Alabama. Like so many others he grew up surrounded by gospel music, and 
sang in his church choir. During his teens, he was peddling for gigs 
wherever he could, appearing in a variety of nightclubs around Phoenix, 
slowly building up a reputation as a must see act. In the mid-fifties he joined 
Chuck Willis as a backing singer.  

In 1967 he teamed up with Peggy Scott. Encouraged by record producer 
Huey Meaux, they signed with SSS International label. Their first release, 'Lover's Holiday' 
achieved gold record status. They enjoyed three more chart placings, 'Pickin' Wild Mountain 
Berries', 'Soul Shake', and 'I Want To Love You Baby'. Further chart success eluded them, so the 
pairing split in 1971. 

Benson went on to own several nightclubs. In 1979, in Phoenix City, he was seriously wounded in 
a shooting incident during a high stakes card game. In 1984, Benson and Scott briefly reunited for 
a one off reunion album, Nothing Can Stand In Our Way.  

In 1999 Benson recorded a highly acclaimed come back solo album, Reminiscing in the Jam 
Zone. As good at it is, it was largely overlooked. He died 23rd December 2014. 

Peggy Scott went on to have a very successful solo career after the release of her 'Bill' in 1996. 

FRANCES NERO  

(Willie Frances Peak) Frances Nero was born 13th March 1943 in 
Asheville, North Carolina, where she was raised. She sang with 
local groups. In 1960 she married and moved to Detroit. She almost 
joined the Marvelettes when they were forming. She sang jazz in 
Detroit night clubs. 

In June 1965 Nero entered a sponsored Motown talent contest, 
emerging as the winner out of 5000 contestants (Ronnie McNeir 
came second). The prize was a one year recording contract with 
Motown, and the honour of being the first female artist signed to 
Motown's subsidiary Soul Label. Her first release, 'Keep On Lovin' 
Me' failed to sell, so no more releases were forthcoming. 

She basically quit the music business until 1989 when she 
reappeared, as many Motown acts did, on UK's Ian Levines Motorcity label. Nero recorded 
'Footsteps Following Me', her first recording for 23 years. Unlike the majority of Motorcity releases, 
she made the UK pop charts for a nine week stay, peaking at a respectable 17.  

From then on, she recorded for various labels. In 1996 she formed her own label AJA records, 
became a successful scriptwriter, and returned to Jazz. Her last release in 2010 was the single, 
'Sexy Saxophone'. She died 28th November 2014. 

ANDRAE CROUCH 

Andrae Crouch was a gospel singer, keyboardist, arranger, producer, choirmaster and seven-
times Grammy winner, who infused contemporary Gospel with soul/pop, bringing religious music 
to the mainstream. 
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Andrae Edward Crouch was born 1st April 1942 in San Francisco, 
California. His parents founded a church in San Fernando, resulting 
in a devoutly Christian upbringing, so it was a natural path for 
Crouch to be very much involved in the Church. Eventually he was 
a pastor of the church. 

He was still at high school when he started his first musical group, 
the Church of God in Christ Singers, in the early sixties, which 
included Billy Preston. In 1965 he formed the Disciples and his 

musical career began in earnest. The group toured widely and was the first to play gospel rock. 
Latterly he gained more appeal by mellowing down to more secular funky rhythms, in support of 
their sacred message. 

He recorded numerous albums with the group and as a solo artist. 'The Blood Will Never Lose Its 
Power', being one of his most popular offerings. He collaborated with a host of diverse artists from 
Elvis Presley to Michael Jackson. 

Over the years Crouch faced criticism from gospel purists that his music was overly secular. He 
always supported himself by saying "Every song I've written takes you through the scriptures and 
reinforces the word of God, but I do it with pop, rock, funk, jazz, or disco or anything that will make 
it appealing" 

He died 8th January 2015. 

JIMMY RUFFIN   

Jimmy Lee Ruffin was born 7th May 1939 in Collisville, 
Mississippi. His father was a minister, so he grew up in the 
church, singing gospel in his family’s church choir. By the age of 
ten he had his own gospel group, the Spiritual Trying Four. He 
served in the US military. In 1960 Ruffin moved to Detroit, and 
immediately joined Motown as a session singer. While trying to 
establish himself as a solo singer, he found steady work on the 
assembly line at the Ford Motor Company. 

In 1961 he released his first forty five, 'Don't Feel Sorry For Me', 
on the Motown subsidiary and short lived Miracle label. In 1964 his second single, 'Since I've Lost 
You' on Motown's subsidiary Soul label failed to sell. In 1963 he was offered the opportunity to join 
the Temptations, but turned it down, instead recommending his brother David. 

His major breakthrough came in 1966 with the million selling, 'What Becomes Of The Broken 
Hearted'. The follow up, 'I've Passed This Way Before', was also a fair size hit. He had much more 
success in the UK than the States with ten more chart hits, all following a similar format, including 
'Farewell Is A Lonely Sound', 'I'll Stay Forever My Love' and 'It's Wonderful'. He moved to London 
to capitalise on his success in the UK, concentrating on this market. Ruffin had established himself 
as one of the great soul singers. 

He left Motown in 1972 going on to record for Atlantic records, and then for RSO, on which he 
scored in 1980, with the wonderful Robin Gibb written and produced, 'Hold On To My Love'. As 
many Motown acts did, he joined UK's Ian Levines Motorcity label, and recorded two singles with 
Brenda Holloway. He presented Jimmy's Ruffin's Sweet Soul Music on Radio 2 in 1999. 

He died 17th November 2014. 

FREDDIE HOUSTON 

New Yorker Freddie Houston was hugely popular on the Northern Soul and 
Popcorn** scene. His great 'Soft Walkin' was a big Northern soul favourite, 
and his big beat ballad, 'If I Had Known', kept the Popcorn dance floors full. 

He had releases during the sixties on Old Town, Toto. WhizOn, Carlton, and 
Captain labels. 

He was born 19th April 1938, and died on the 6th December 2014. 
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** Popcorn is a style of music played in mainland European discos that was first established in 
Belgium in the seventies. It is still a strong scene today. Unlike the Northern soul scene in the UK, 
the Popcorn scene blends American and British R&B, Soul, Pop, and US teenage schoolday 
crushes, released between the late fifties and sixties. If the music had the right medium beat, the 
decks would be mingled with forty fives from across the board. Major Lance, Mary Wells, 
Marvelettes, Emanuel Lasky, would rub shoulders with Conway Twitty, The Allinsons, Bill Haley, 
Alex Murray etc. 

So where on the Northern soul scene we had the Wigan Wheel, across the Channel our Flemish 
friends were doing a Soulswing. Freddie Houston's output satisfied both scenes. 

Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul 
SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 13. Catalogue numbers in brackets. 
Unless stated all comments relate to the A side. 

RCA 

RCA Records, part of Sony Music Entertainment, is one the oldest and biggest record companies 
ever. It has been in existence since the beginning of the last century, and has hosted some of the 
greatest recordings of all time, covering all facets of popular music. 

Soul-wise the label has not been very generous. Sam Cooke, Isley Brothers, Wilson Pickett, Main 
Ingredients, and Betty Wright have graced the label. 

Carolyn Franklin - All I Want To Be Is Your Woman/You Really Didn't Mean It (2009) (US RCA) 

The third Franklin sister, though her style could be easily likened more to Lorraine Ellison than 
either Aretha or Erma. This chucky ballad is certainly soulful enough, if not outstanding. 

Friends Of Distinction - Love Or Let Me Be Lonely/This Generation 
(1952) (US RCA) 

This very talented group was never really a hit with soul fans in the UK, 
although in the States they were hugely popular. They stamp their class 
on this intriguing number. It's basically a ballad, though it is divided 
between the catchy and up-tempo chorus and the slow attractive verse. A 
top tenner in all charts in the States. 

Friends Of Distinction - Time Waits For No-One/New Mother Nature 
(2018) (US RCA) 

This Neil Sedaka & Howard Greenfield composition comes across by the Friends as a rather 
messy affair, with not a lot going for it at all. Was a sizeable hit in the States though. 

J J's Dilemma - Bow Down To The Dollar/Indian Thing (1924) (UK Production) 

The larger than life New Yorker J J Jackson's latest incarnation, at the time, was his Dilemma. It’s 
a throbbing vocal thing, with a much more commercial sound to it than anything he mustered up in 
the past, particularly on Calla on which label, in 1966, he had his big R&B hit, the classic 'But It's 
Alright'.  

In 1969 Jackson became a permanent resident in London, where he recorded this cut. It actually 
features Dick Morrissey on Sax. JJ slowly faded into oblivion. 

The Main Ingredients - You've Been My Inspiration/Life Won't Be The Same/ (1993) (US RCA) 

This New York trio were very much in the Delfonics mould, with Donald McPherson's falsetto lead, 
beautifully crystal clear. The music is sweet with strings and the neo-classic touch. This was the 
Ingredients’ first major hit in the States, and they continued to chart throughout the seventies. If 
you like your soul treacly, check this out. The group are still active today. 

Nina Simone - Young Gifted and Black/Save Me (1903) (US RCA) 

This needs no introduction. Nina's vocals are outstanding. This was easily her best release for a 
long time. One of the great recordings of all time.  

Nina Simone - Turn Me On/Do What You Gotta Do (1961) (US RCA) 
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A distinct change of style for Nina. The song is pure Country and comes from the pen of John D 
Loudermilk. A simply ballad arrangement that’s very straight laced. Frankly she doesn't seem to 
get into it all, and I feel would rather be at home peeling potatoes. 

REPRISE 

Reprise Records was founded by Frank Sinatra in 1960 as a vehicle for his own and his chums’ 
recordings. In early 1963 the label was sold to Warner Brothers Records. It is still active today.  

Little Richard - Freedom Blues/Dew Drop Inn (20907) (US Reprise) 

Little Richard’s first excursion to Muscle Shoals, Alabama, results in 
the album RILL THING, from which this forty five came. Both sides are 
penned by Richard, along with his protégé, the marvellous Eskew 
'Esquerita' Reeder. Top side LR is at his awesome best. His forceful 
singing arguments with the bluesy Southern funk groove, generating 
the excitement that only he can. Great sax solo. Phew. Flip side is 
more like a traditional LR rocker, a kind of 1970 version of, 'Keep A 
Knockin'/ 'Long Tall Sally'. A brilliant double sider. Hallelujah. This was 
an R&B/Pop chart entry in the States, being his last but one chart 
appearance.    

Fats Domino - Everybody's Got Something To Hide Except Me and My Monkey/So Swell When 
You're Well (20810) (US Reprise) 

Well what can you say about this fast, beaty nonsense song? Who would want to record this 
Lennon & McCartney composition? Well Fats did. It's far far far from his best, but nevertheless it's 
just worthwhile since there is some honky piano on the 88 keys, and enough Fats vocal to just 
about satisfy. Now on the flip side we find Fats at his vintage best, nearly, on this James Booker 
ditty. A superb New Orleans romp. It's a goody. 

Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul 
What was in Soulboy's slot and on his deck recently? 

1. Ronnie McNeir - Lucky Number (1989 Art) 
2. Percy Wiggins - It Didn't Take Much (For Me To Fall Love) 
(1966 RCA) 
3. The Velours - I'm Gonna Change (1967 MGM) (Group 
became The Fantastics in 1968) 
4. Spyder Turner - I Can't Make It Anymore (1967 MGM) 
5. Lee Dorsey - People Gonna Talk (1961 Fury) 
6. Barbara Lynn - You'll Lose A Good Thing (1962 Jamie)  
7. Dionne Warwick - I Smiled Yesterday (1962 Scepter) 
8. Junior Walker - Right On Brother and Sisters (1971 Soul) 
9. Curtis Mayfield - People Never Give Up (1980 Curtom) 
10. Bobby Womack - I'm Gonna Forget About You (1970 
Liberty) 
11. Clarence Reid - New York City (1973 Alston) 
12. Sam Dees - Just Out Of My Reach (1975 Atlantic) 
13. Montclairs - Prelude To A Heartbreak (1973 Paula) 
14. Ann Peebles - Trouble, Heartache and Sadness (1972 Hi)  
15. Larry Williams & Johnny Watson - Too Late (1967 Okeh) 
16. Major Lance - The Beat (1966 Okeh) 
17. The Seven Souls - I Still Love You (1967 Okeh) 
18. Taj Mahal - (Ain't That) A Lot Of Love (1968 Columbia)  
19. Tommy Hunt - So Lonely (1962 Scepter) 
20. Johnny Bristol - Man Up In Sky (1989 Motorcity) 
21. Fred Hughes - Baby Boy (1969 Brunswick) 

BETTY EVERETT SPOTLIGHT 22-26 
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Ain't Gonna Cry (1957 Cobra) 

My Love (1957 Cobra) 

I've Got A Claim On You (1962 Renee) 

The Prince of Players 1963 Vee Jay) 

You're No Good (1963 Vee Jay)  

27. Don Bryant - Can I Change My Mind (1969 Hi) 
28. The O'Jays - Christmas Ain't Christmas Without The One You Love (1973 Philadelphia Int) 

  

I was recently asked for my top ten favourite all time albums. If anyone is interested here they are.  
(In no particular order) 

1. Gerald Alston - Gerald Alston. UK Motown 1988 
2. Millie Jackson - Caught Up. US Spring 1974 
3. James Brown - Live At The Apollo. UK London 1963 
4. Red Beans & Rice - Live At The Dublin Castle. UK Ace 1983 
5. Lamont Dozier - Out Here On My Own. UK Probe 1973 
6. Notations - Notations. US Gemigo 1976  
7. Graham Nash - Songs For Beginners. UK Atlantic 1971 
8. B B King - Live On Stage. US Kent 1972  
9. Curtis Mayfield - Live (dble lp) US Curtom 1971 
10. Bobby Womack - Facts Of Life. UK U/Artists 1973 

Bonus. It is often said that this is one of the greatest live recordings ever, I go along with that. 

11. Jerry Lee Lewis - Live At The Star Club. German Phillips 1964 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Remember you're in  

safe soul hands with.... 

    SOULBOY  

Keep on keeping on 

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE 
 

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT  

Between 6pm & 9pm UK time  

with your host Dell Richardson & guests!  
 

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO 

EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON 
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk 

 

To tune in your satellite set top box, go here 
 

The Boat That (still) Rocks! 

http://www.caroline.rockers.co.uk/
http://www.radiocaroline.co.uk/
http://www.radiocaroline.co.uk/#satellite.html
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There's one simple rule for playing the blues. And that's to keep it 
simple. Big Boy Bloater, probably better known as the front man for 
his own band or musical director of festivals like the Rhythm Riot, 
goes it alone on this new release. 

The ten tracker showcases his gritty vocals and expert guitar work on 
a CD and download comprising mainly original material, and it’s been 
snapped up by fans pre-release as he tours both solo and supporting 
Imelda May in advance of its mid-December official outing. 

He's a nifty songwriter, with titles like Every Path Has Its Puddle, 
Only Fools Know Everything, and his tribute to Bo, You Don't Know 

Diddley. 

The two covers are less than obvious, Rufus Thomas' Bear Cat, and Screaming Jay Hawkins’ 
Alligator Wine, and he does full justice to them. 

The one-man band concept works well, but don't expect to see Bloater with cymbals between his 
knees and a bass drum on his back. His backing, minus drums, comes from a tape loop, and he 
plays on top of it. The immediate comparison is to the UK's own (and excellent) Dollar Bill, but if 
you like the work of R.J. Burnside or T-Model Ford, then this will fit in nicely with your collection. 
And, fortunately, Bloater is likely to be around a lot longer than the two pre-mentioned who had to 
wait until their seventies to find fame.  

His one brief day gig was in the funeral business, reflected in the song Pall Bearer's Song, and 
Double Whammy!! has the benefit of not one but two exclamation points! Of the rest, I particularly 
enjoyed Bring Her Back to Me, and Where'd It All Go Wrong For You, but, that said, there's no 
filler at all in a collection that will please Bloater's many fans, and introduce him to a pure blues 
market. 

John Howard 

With the huge dancefloor success of Jackson Sloan's 45rpm offering 
Kicking Up the Dust on the Rock’n’Roll circuit, the Essex-based 
frontman of the Rhythm Tones has rush-released a follow-up before 
the, ahem, dust has settled. And it's a doozy. 

Aiming straight for the feet, the topside is a powerful dancer which 
could have been cut in the mid-fifties, but was in fact written by the 
singer this year. In addition to his usual full backing with sax and 
piano, he has augmented the line up with lap steel and violin. It's an 
incredibly catchy tribute to dance with a memorable hook. 

The B side (if you get it on vinyl) is an equally strong song, slightly 
slower in tempo, but still an excellent jiver, I Want All That You Got.  

John Howard 
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Now is the hour to enjoy two fabulous live recordings by Gene 
Vincent and the Blue Caps when on tour in Australia with Little 
Richard, Eddie Cochran and Alis Lesley. A serious gang of 
Rock’n’Rollers that came to Aussie to make people get into the 
groove, clappin' their hands and swinging back and forth to 
Rock’n’Roll rhythm.  

These two sides recorded on October 11th, 1957 in Sydney are 
the real meat for any rollin' Danny or Pretty Pearly. The sound 
is really great and you will know what you missed if born too 
late or on the wrong side of 
the earth. Gene's voice is 
bright, Paul and Bubba clap 
their hands like real gone 

cats, Dickie does his best to wreck the drum set and Johnny 
picks those strings perfectly.  

This is the same gang who had cut the released version of 
"Lotta Lovin'" (minus Buck Owens) on June 19, 1957. That 
great song issued with "Wear My Ring" (Capitol F 3763) was 
Gene's second and last gold record/chart mover. The 45 rpm is 
a strictly limited edition that will make you jump, giggle and 
shout! Don't miss it, it's Gene Vincent and the Blue Caps at 
their best, an act hard to follow by then. The wax is available 
from www.thundersoundrecords@wanadoo.fr - Git it! 

Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES 

 

Hey there Hillbilly rockers from the woods,  

In July 1957, the London EP RE-S 1089 issued in England 
brought to you Roy Orbison’s “Sun” recordings for the first 
time. The four wonders came wrapped in an orange sleeve 
with the title “Hillbilly Rock”. On the back sleeve we can read: 
"Roy Orbison sings with all the lusty, infectious vigour of the 
idiom, effectively stacking his claim to a high position in the 
current ranks of the rock-a-billies", something Roy didn't much 
like when he learnt about this first foreign release from 
Barbara Barnes, in charge of promotion at Sun. At least the 
preacher's words on the back may help you know it was not 
Mitchel Torok, Ernest Tubb or Jimmy Work's music. All great 
artists but they belonged to your old folks' musical world by 
1957 when you're a red hot teenager looking for rhythm and 

dancing beat! 

A few months later, this fabulous record was issued in France with a different sleeve but once 
again they designed it as corny as possible. The sleeve would have just fit for the Burnette's Von 
release "Go Mule Go", nothing else! Those London producers may not have even listened to what 
they were trying to sell; wild, swinging country blues with an impressive primitive flavour, fast 
country blues with a strong beat, Rock-a-billy music at its best!  

http://www.thundersoundrecords@wanadoo.fr/
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The EP packaged the four sides of the first two Sun releases for Roy and the Teen Kings (242 - 
May 56 and 251 - September 56), their best work ever with the composer help of Dick Penner & 
Wade Moore, Johnny Cash and Harold Jenkins! 

It's not a mystery that record never sold in 1957. Who knew 
about Sun records in Paris by then? Every decent rockin' 
dude then was visually picking records from those of Elvis, 
Gene Vincent, Little Richard carrying better artwork. Some 
of them may have picked that strange "Hillbilly Rock" release 
as Christmas gift for their country Daddies who liked Slim 
Whitman, Eddy Arnold or Chet Atkins... what a mistake, it's 
from Tennessee but it's loud rockin' music by wild Texas 
cats! If you didn't listen to the wax, you sure missed the deal! 

This very rare French record is now available as a reissue 
with the original label, cardboard sleeve and a full blasting 
Memphis sound. Sell Becky, your old mule, and buy this 
wonder as soon as you can! 

Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES - Dec 20, 2014 

 

When I was a little baby boy, my Mama told me not 
to play with fire 'cause it could burn and left 
everlasting scars... it's what will happen to you if 
you play with this hot platter packaging some of the 
best hillbilly rock from the ‘50s. It's exactly the kind 
of stuff that got me hooked with rock-a-billy music in 
the late ‘70s when available on the "Rare 
Rockabilly" or "CBS Rockabilly Classics". Some 
may say that well known stuff was oriented to 
beginners but I must confess I am still flying high 
listening to these classics recordings showing 
established country singers trying to survive the 
Elvis typhoon. Everything was fine and then all of a 
sudden this whole new style was cutting' into your 
record sales and raising a new audience. You knew 
that music was not as new as you were told, it's 

more a matter of style and delivery, so with a gang of good studio musicians you sure can try to 
rock and find your way in that trend. Here a large part of the country cats featured did better than 
try... they really rock the barn and make the cows jump over the fence.  

It's Webb Pierce that opens the Jamboree with "Teenage Boogie", a song he had already 
recorded early in 1951 in Shreveport, La, under the title of "Hayride Boogie" (Pacemaker HB 
1011). On July 25, 1956, doing a split session in Nashville with Jimmy and Lynn Fautheree, Webb 
recorded an updated version of “Hayride Boogie” under the title of “Teenage Boogie”. On one 
version, never issued in the USA, Jimmy Lee Fautheree plays the sharp lead guitar part and 
probably does the chorus with his brother Lynn. Regular studio musicians Buddy Harman on 
drums, Hank Garland (guitar) and Lightnin’ Chance (bass) complete the line-up. That version 
seemed lost forever until it was discovered as issued only on the very rare single Brunswick 45-
05630 (Dec 1956) in England, on December 1956, and also on UK Decca 45-BM 31172. The US 
version scored a #10 country hit and is a definitive dance floor classic.  
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Next in line is Texas Honky-tonker Lefty Frizzell going on "You're Humbugging Me" (Columbia 4-
41268) borrowed from Rocket Morgan, a rocker from Louisiana. Here Lefty make a heck of work 
adding a leading sax and building a full sound with Buddy Harman on drums, Grady Martin and 
Hank Garland on guitar. Recorded on September 12, 1958, the structure is lifted directly from 
Jimmy Reed's "You're Something Else". Great blend! Now it's time for the cute Wanda Jackson to 
rock her soul out with "I Gotta Know" recorded on June 8, 1956 and issued on Capitol 3485. Here 
Wanda alternates the tempo being supported by a strong drummer and three wizards on guitars, 
Buck Owens, Joe Maphis, Lewis Talley. A fabulous waltz-rocker that won my heart when I was a 
teenager not ready for a wedding ring.  

Next is one of the more loose rock-a-billy records ever released by a honky-tonker, "How Come 
It". George Jones delivers premium stuff with Hal Harris on guitar, Herb Remington on steel and 
Doc Lewis on piano. This screamin' classic was issued on Starday 240 under Thumper Jones' 
alias. Now it's time to kill that long silly legend about Elvis taking advantage of the black musicians 
with Link Davis going on Roy Brown's repertoire late 1949/early 1950. Following the steps of 
Wynonie Harris who had already covered the song, Link and his gang, including Harry Choates on 
fiddle, deliver a mighty close version of "Good Rockin' Tonight" in disguise under the title of "Have 
You Heard The News" (Gold Star 670).  

Patsy Cline's "Let The Teardrops Fall" (Decca 30659) doesn't belong to the same ear being 
recorded on February 13, 1958 and being built on guitar/drums. Patsy sure can growl and had the 
confidence and exuberance needed to rock brightly. Also recorded in Nashville was "Tennessee 
Rock'n'Roll", a bright rock-a-billy waxing by Bobby Helms (Decca 29947); you're hooked from the 
first note. Grady Martin, Hank Garland, Bob Moore, and Buddy Harman duplicate the sound built 
for The Burnette Brothers on that definitive rock-a-billy wonder.  

The Carlisles had a long career behind them when they covered "Honey Love" (Mercury 70435) 
borrowed from The Drifters on June 1954. Cliff had retired from music in 1950 but Jumpin' Bill kept 
carrying the musical work going on joining "Mercury" and working some with Betty Amos and 
Kenny Hill. Once again if needed it makes clear about Elvis not being the first to have turned sepia 
music into hillbilly or rock-a-billy. Making covers of songs by small caps having some action by big 
names was the deal for decades so Pee Wee King and RCA were fast to go on "Blue Suede 
Shoes" by February 7, 1956. Pee Wee King reworked the tune in his western-swing style with loud 
drums, steel guitar and slap bass but you can’t compete with the Jackson, Tennessee, cat who 
came next to set the thing straight with "You Can't Make Love To Somebody". The term 
"rockabilly" wasn't yet coined but this is it! It's more than Hillbilly Bop, it's not Rock'n’Roll, it comes 
from a different musical universe and it's made for the dance floor. Sam Phillips keeps the tune in 
the shell, maybe frightened by the title that granted to have zero play on most of the country radio 
stations.  

Sharing the same musical roots as Carl, Johnnie and Jack come with "Goodnight, Sweetheart, 
Goodnight" (RCA 5775) borrowed from The Spaniels and recorded on May 21, 1954. It's a solid 
performance, very different from the original, but very attractive. The recording found its way into 
the country charts in the summer of 1954. Also from May 13, 1954 comes the superb "Go, Boy, 
Go" (Columbia 21266) by Carl Smith. Great voice, shuffle rhythm, wonderful steel guitar, steady 
beat, walking bass, bright piano you've got it all to bop. A recording far ahead of its time. Now it's 
time for V-8 Ford proto-rockabilly with the fabulous cover of "Maybelline" laid on Columbia 21446 
by Marty Robbins. From August 9, 1955, this recording is pure gold as is "Long Tall Sally" featured 
on Volume 2.  

Now came a serious challenger for the award of dance floor packer, Mister Bill Haley and The 
Saddlemen with "Rock the Joint" (Essex 399) recorded in spring 1952. This classic pre-dates 
"Rock Around The Clock" by two years but everything is already here minus the finger of the Lord. 
Issued as the flip side for "Icy Heart", a country tearjerker, that song became Bill's first song to get 
real action. Now it's time for Charline Arthur's hot cover of "Burn That Candle" borrowed from The 
Cues whose original made it to "86 on Billboard pop charts. Recorded one week after Bill Haley's 
own version the tune is an infectious dancing winner issued on RCA 6297. Charline didn't just 
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open the doors for Wanda Jackson and Patsy Cline, she wrecked them and made the wall come 
tumbling down. She made her first record in 1949 for Bullet and by 1952 had moved to RCA until 
1956. She had a temper as hot as her music. Dig it!  

Next in line is Johnny Cash trying his hand on his own "You're My Baby" destined to be sold. 
Alone with his six strings he's working the song that will became a Roy Orbison classic. Next up is 
the little man with the big loud mouth to tell you how she rocks him out. His cover of "Rockin' With 
Red" borrowed from Piano Red is a master piece. Cut on December 10, 1953 and issued on 
Columbia 21206, this boppin' song is a real hybrid that opens the way for Carl Perkins and Roy 
Hall. Still country but carrying the seeds that will grow up and rock us. A wonder!  

The Louvin Brothers with the help of Spider Rich (Dave Rich's brother) and Odell Martin, both on 
guitar, bring us to the barn for "Red Hen Hop", a song they had written for The McCormick 
Brothers in 1954. It was just a one shot 'cause The Louvins were probably never ready to really 
rock. Next comes Onie Wheeler with the classic "Onie's Bop" (Columbia 21523) from April 1956. It 
bops, led by Ernie Newman on bass. Onie tells us he can sing like the great country names of the 
time but that isn't enough. He's got to bop like Elvis or people won't take him seriously. Onie knew 
what he was talking about having toured some with Elvis. Next artist being Keray Regan brings us 
to Canada with "Vibratin'" recorded in 1957. He tried to rock but the London 17012 did not sell 
anywhere.  

Miriam Lapolito Roman was born in New-York City on April 20, 1934 and, spending all her time at 
a stable or with a gun, she became National Rodeo Queen at the Madison Square Garden in 
1953. Her "Little Lovin’”, with full rockin’ treatment, Grady Martin’s incisive guitar licks and growling 
vocal, was issued back to back with a strong cover of Johnny Horton’s “I’m Ready If You’re 
Willing” on Decca 9-29930, by May 1956. A record that should stand in any rockin’ buff’s 
collection. Skeets McDonald brings us to California where "You're There" was recorded on March 
19, 1958. A solid song with Joe Maphis on guitar. Texan Bobby Williamson goes on a cover of The 
Chords' "Sh-Boom (Life Could Be Dream)" (RCA 5799) that gets on my nerves just like the Crew-
Cuts' version. Some songs just belong forever to their creator.  

Johnny Horton's "I'm Coming Home" shows clearly how you can bring a new and strong song to a 
seasoned singer that was losing his time for Mercury records. A new manager, Tillman Franks, 
Elvis' bassman, Grady Martin and Harold Bradley on guitar and the Shreveport fisherman was on 
his way. The song is a wonder and all of this without drums. The Stanley Brothers bring us a nice 
but country "Finger Poppin' Time" (King 5384) while The Miller Sisters work their way on an 
alternate take of "Ten Cats Down" with Johnny Bernero on drums. The song is a clever, vaguely 
masked sexual metaphor about dancing. A classic from Sun records.  

Eddy Arnold's "Hep Cat Baby" is from 1953, carries some beautiful jazzy guitar solos from Hank 
Garland, but is definitively country. Let's get back to the serious meat with Marvin Rainwater and 
his "Hot and Cold" (MGM 12240) from March 1956. A crazy waxing with some outer space guitar 
work by Roy Clark. He rocks and rolls trying to save his soul. Stunning!  

Next in line is another great name of our musical world, Rose Maddox, with the rockin' "Hey Little 
Dreamboat" (Capitol 21490), she doesn't try to rock, she blasts her heart out, bringing falsetto 
whoops, screams, and claps! Merle Travis nail some fabulous solos, her brothers bring the perfect 
vocal support; that's more than music, that's art! Poor Hank Penny just can't follow even if "Rock of 
Gibraltar" has a good rhythm and fine musicians. It's a novelty and something doesn't fit with my 
tastes. The same statement goes for "One Night" by Kirk Hansard from March 1956. Leave it to 
Smiley Lewis or Elvis. 

We will not complain at having too many tracks but if it was me I would have closed the hillbilly 
rock party with Rose Maddox. A large part of the cast featured here did better than trying to rock, 
they did! This CD is a nice revision for the old rockers and a good opening to rockin' hillbilly music 
for the country fans. 

Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES - December 23, 2014 
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Rockabilly queen Imelda May powered her way round the UK in a 
pre-Christmas tour that saw more sold-out signs than a hot bun 
shop. And when she arrived at the Cliffs Pavilion, Westcliff, it 
became obvious why this Dublin lass attracts the fans. She's much 
more than simply rockabilly, although her self-penned uptempo 

numbers have their roots in the genre that she shares with her husband and lead guitarist Darrel 
Higham. There's light and shade, loud and wistful, 100mph and slower cruisers, in a set that ran 
for more than 90 minutes still leaving the packed auditorium wanting more. 

The evening opened with a bonus. Big Boy Bloater, more usually found fronting his own combo 
or music director for festival bands but this time working alone with a tape loop, got the audience 
warmed up with a brief set that showcased his gutbucket blues vocals and expert guitar picking, 
not to mention mainly tracks from his new CD Loopy – The One Man Band Show. Self-penned 
tracks like Every Path Has Its Puddle, his tribute to Bo, You Don't Know Diddley, and his 
reflections on his former job in the funeral business, Pall Bearer's Song, mixed with carefully 
chosen revivals like Rufus Thomas' Bear Cat and Screaming Jay Hawkins' Alligator Wine to 
provide a balanced and enjoyable set. 

Then it was star-time as a curtained backdrop, perhaps purloined from a fifties Odeon cinema, 
was lit with an image of Imelda May's trademark blonde Victory Roll hairstyle and red lipstick slash 
as the band took their places in darkness. Darrel, drummer Steve Rushton, bass player Al Gare, 
and trumpeter/guitarist Dave Priseman, were in position as a smiling Imelda took the stage in a 
striped top and black pencil skirt as Sandy Nelson pounded away in the background – on record, 
of course. 

She opened up with Tribal, title track from her third major label CD, an expanded version of which 
has just been released, running into Wild Woman, a great song which celebrates the inner Imelda 
with the optimism that, say, The Beast in Me, Nick Lowe's magnum opus, lacks. Imelda has an 
easy audience rapport no way at odds with her diva song-stylings, as she prowled the stage 
reminiscing about earlier appearances at the Essex resort alongside acts as diverse as Mike 
Sanchez and The Extraordinaires. 

The originals came thick and fast, Big Bad Handsome Man, Love Tattoo, The Hellfire Club and the 
superb It's Good To Be Alive, in which the chanteuse encouraged audience participation, before 
the only revival of the main show. Explaining that she sang Willie Dixon's Spoonful in Dublin clubs 
at only sixteen, she launched into an atmospheric version that Howling Wolf's guitarist Hubert 
Sumlin, with whom she worked, would surely approve. 

Her voice can have a harsher Wanda Jackson tone when required, but can soar when a torchy 
ballad requires it, as it did in The Gypsy In Me. In addition to playing bodhran, the traditional Irish 
drum, as she did on Johnny Got a Boom Boom, she also spent much of the show enthusiastically 
bashing a chromed tambourine. 

Her songwriting is as diverse as the tempos on offer, clever, too. (It Took Forever to Find) Eternity 
is a great title and a great song, while Round The Bend is both danceable and amusing as she 
finds comic fault with her feller. And talking of comic, she's also not averse to comic book tales as 
she demonstrated on Zombie Girl, complete with cod-scary arm action, and the hard rocking 
Psycho. Inside Out, and the beautiful Kentish Town Waltz, another title track Mayhem, and then as 
the climax, more hard rocking, and she was gone. Top that. And she did. 

Re-appearing on a dimly lit stage, with just Al Gare on ukulele she gave us Cher's Bang Bang and 
Blondie's Dreaming which once more had the audience singing along before one last rocker with 
the full band, Right Amount Of Wrong sent everyone home happy, believing, no doubt, it was good 
to be alive. 

John Howard  
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53 

Hemsby Rock’n’Roll weekenders are the 
longest running continuous retro-fest in 
Europe, possibly the world. They have 
reached their 53rd celebration of the Big 
Beat by following a formula that keeps 
the fans coming back year after year. 

Choose a venue with a series of 
entertainment halls, and considerable 
accommodation, then find an American 
fifties act that has never played the UK. 
Then book a couple more that have 

proved successful at previous get-togethers, bring in some already popular European outfits, then 
add some club level rocking bands and promote them to the main stage. 

Finally, make sure you have lots of ancillary events to keep the thousands occupied day and night, 
and you have the recipe for a successful festival that has survived and grown for more than two 
and a half decades. 

Hemsby is a holiday village just outside Great Yarmouth on Norfolk's tourist-friendly east coast, 
around two and a half hours from London which is thick with the bucket and spade brigade at the 
height of summer. 

Come autumn, and venues like the fifties-style Seacroft resort are looking for ways to extend their 
season, and specialist music weekends are one way of achieving that goal. It has three separate 
music venues, all with their own stages, The Harlequin, The Blue Lagoon Bar, and the vast 
Starlight ballroom. 

The Americans making their solo debuts in the UK were Mike Waggoner and Jimmie Lee Maslon, 
the returning stars were Nick Willett, Marcel Riesco, and Bobby Hendricks, and if the general 
public haven't heard of them, then it's because of the quality of their recorded output which led to 
their invitations to play rather than the number of units they have sold. Over the weekend, we had 
straight Rock’n’Roll, rockabilly, rocking country, doo-wop, ballads, instros and every type of fifties 
music you could name. 

To begin at the top, and indeed, at the end, probably the 
act I enjoyed the most was Bobby Hendricks, one-time 
member of The Drifters in the fifties, and the man who 
put Itchy Twitchy Feeling into the US charts, failing to do 
so in the UK when comic Charlie Drake covered the 
novelty. 

Slim and youthful looking, Bobby's visit coincided with 
his 40th wedding anniversary to the lovely Ruthie, a 
nurse who keeps the jolly Bobby slim and youthful 
looking by monitoring his drinking, eating and, ahem, 
smoking. At 18 he was invited by Clyde McPhatter to join 
the hit-making Drifters to replace Johnny Moore who was 
about to be drafted into the US Army. His voice was so 
fine then, and remains so, that he could have stood in for 
Clyde himself. 

In a smart white hat, bright red shirt, and white trousers, Bobby delved deep into the Drifters’ back 
catalogue for Fools Fall in Love, Save the Last Dance for Me, This Magic Moment, Dance with Me 
and a truly great take on Clyde McPhatter's first recording, later a hit for Elvis Presley, Money 
Honey. I also loved his totally accurate version of the same group's Drip Drop. 

More unusual was one of his own recordings, played for the first time on any stage anywhere, 
Cast Your Vote, a fifties plea for voter registration, that Bobby sang just once in the studio and did 

Bobby Hendricks  

© Paul Harris 
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not return to it until requested to do so by promoter – and Bobby Hendrix fan – Willie Jeffery. 

He did an immaculate version of Ben E. King's Stand by 
Me, at least as good as any I have heard, got the audience 
going with Tommy Tucker's Hi Heel Sneakers, and even 
went straight doo-wop with The Platters' Only You, given 
sterling support on this and every one of his numbers, by 
UK harmonisers The Roomates, the go-to guys for 
background excellence. 

Hemsby 53 had a soft launch on Thursday night with a well-
received set from Marcel Riesco, front man of the Truly 
Lover Trio, on this occasion working with Sweden's Problem 
Child, which showcased his Roy Orbison-inflected vocals to 
good effect. 

The first big name on Friday was 
Jimmie Lee Maslon, whose claim to 
fame is that he was only the second 

live act signed to Ronnie Weiser's seminal Rollin' Rock label after Gene Vincent. Ronnie was one 
of the architects of the Rock’n’Roll revival of the seventies, reissuing classics and reviving 
moribund careers. Amazingly, Jimmie was just 14 when he first recorded, and went on to tour 
behind other Rollin' Rock acts on guitar. 

On the night he concentrated on covers, opening with Alvis Wayne's Don't Mean Maybe Baby, 
offering Vincent's Be Bop Boogie Boy, Lotta Lovin' and She She Little Sheila, Bill Allen's Please 
Give Me Something, Brook Benton's Kiddio, before concluding with Don and Dewey's storming 
Justine. 

The Hemsby House Band, led by 
bassist Mark Sprex, gave able 
support not only to Jimmie, but to 
almost all of the headliners and 
deserve congratulations. 

Friday's second American was Mike 
Waggoner from Minnesota, in black 
shirt and red tie who opened with his 
hit instrumental Basher No. 5 before 
heading to Elvis for Good Rockin' 
Tonight. This set the tone for the 
rest of the set which comprised well 
known covers like Dale Hawkins’ 
Little Pig, Carl Perkins’ True Love 

Marcel Riesco 
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and Matchbox, Buddy Holly's Crying, Wishing, Hoping, Chuck Berry's Let It Rock and You Never 
Can Tell, and Hank Ballard's Work With Me Annie. 

There was an American connection with the last band of 
the night, Emmy Lou and the Rhythm Boys from Sweden. 
Wanda Jackson soundalike Emmy Lou and her band 
went straight from Hemsby to the airport where they flew 
direct to Las Vegas for a Saturday night appearance. 

On Saturday's main stage Italy’s Wheels Fargo and The 
Nightingale opened with a totally different take on the 
music of the forties and fifties, taking the audience on a 
trip to the Appalachian Mountains for a sound that 
featured banjo, mandolin and even washboard on 
standards like Mule Skinner Blues and Wreck of the Ol' 
97.  

Billy Adams’ health has deteriorated since the Rock’n’Roll 
preacher last appeared at Hemsby and at 74 he has 
difficulty walking. But he has no difficulty at all in singing 

and playing guitar and, boy, did he look good in a white jacked emblazoned with his name. 

The Kentuckian is a member of the Rockabilly Hall of Fame, 
and deserves his place, as he proved when he opened with 
Elvis' Mystery Train and then rocked up the bluesy If You 
Don't Want My Peaches (Don't Shake My Tree). Return of 
the All American Boy was a response to the Bill Parsons' hit 
and Billy still has the deep brown voice to make it credible, 
and we wanted, and got, his best known rockabilly Rock 
Pretty Mama, along with the amusing anthem You've Got to 
Have a Ducktail. 

When not rocking and rolling, Billy is an evangelist, called to 
the Ministry in 1966, and if there were more sacred songs 
like the pounding Hey, Jesus, Can You Hear Me Call Your 
Name, I'd be volunteering for the choir myself. 

Billy is also a multi-instrumentalist, giving 
the piano a good work out with Just As 
Long as I'm With You, helped along on sax 
by Clive Osborne, on a rolling New Orleans 
style number. 

Then Marcel Riesco turned up on second 
bass fiddle for the amusing Mama Don't 
Allow which then saw Billy switching to what 
he described as the only amplified lard tin 
lid “My first instrument” to bash out another 
of his Dot label singles You Heard Me 
Knocking. An excellent show, we can only 
wish him a return to full health. 

You wait years for a Christian to turn up, 
then two turn up at once. Nick Willett, the 6ft 4inch star of the US version of Million Dollar Quartet, 
is also a man of faith. 

Looking good in a black shirt and swinging an acoustic guitar, he opened with Don Gibson's Oh 
Lonesome Me before the first in a series of seldom-heard Elvis originals, I Need You So, first 
heard on E.P.s HMV Blueberry Hill extended play. 

Wheels Fargo 
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A Johnny Burnette B-side Cincinnati Fireball preceded 
Nick's warning to fasten seat belts for the speedy Big Hunk 
of Love, then it was guest time for 13 year old piano 
pumper Louis Jordan Brown, son of pianist Dave Brown, 
celebrating his birthday with two Jerry Lee Lewis numbers. 
He had appeared on the Hemsby stage before – when he 
was nine! 

Nick then turned to the sacred side for Swing Down Sweet 
Chariot, Standing at the Bedside of a Neighbour, then 
Elvis' I Believe in the Man in the Sky, all faultlessly 
performed. 

Nick has great audience rapport, his personality shining 
way beyond the footlights. Elvis' Make Me Know It was 
followed by a superb rendition of Roy Hamilton's You Can 
Have Her, before more Elvis, Is It So Strange. 

Ruby and the Romantics’ Our Day Will Come was an odd 
choice of number in a mainly fifties set, but with the 
assistance of The Roomates, went over well before more 
Elvis and I Need Your Love Tonight, then a really rocked 
up version of the standard That's When Your Heartaches 
Begin. 

Finally, Mona Lisa put it to bed, to great fan reaction. 

That covers less than a third of the bands who appeared over four days, so well done the rest of 
you, and all the deejays, another seamless show brought to a happy climax. 

John Howard 

 

       

           Rusti Steel                         Doggone Honkabillies                    Willie Jeffery / Billy Adams 

 

     

          River Rhythm Trio                       Press reception                              Jive contest 
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In Issue 82 we reran the excellent article penned by Merseybeat aficionado and long-

time TFTW member and loyal attendee of our shows, Gary Enstone, in preparation for 

Beryl Marsden’s highly anticipated return to our British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show at 
London’s Borderline on Sunday 1st February. This created a perfect opportunity for 
Beryl to drop into our official meeting house, the Private Theatre Bar at the Kings Head 
in Marylebone for another in our series of highly acclaimed interviews, conducted by 
myself, recorded by Denis from Radio Sutch and so patiently transcribed into print by H.  

This is a series of interviews currently being serialised in TFTW magazine. Where were you born 
Beryl? Liverpool of course. 

Toxteth, Liverpool but there weren’t riots going on then. 

When did you first become interested in music? 

I was interested in music for ever I think but the music I remember from being a tiny, tiny child was 
from listening to the radio, obviously we didn’t have TV then so the radio was on quite a bit  

What stuck in your mind as a child? 

The Shrimp boats are a-comin' there's dancin' tonight that one for example. It was before 
Alma Cogan, I was only about two or three. For some reason that’s the first song that stuck in my 
mind.  

Were you from a musical family? 

No - that’s the simple answer. There was no-one playing piano or guitar so it’s a bit strange but I 
just loved singing from two years old.  

When did you first realise you had the desire to be a singer? 

When I was two… I just told you (chuckle). No, I think probably from around twelve. I used to sing 
in the school yard a lot, got my mates in and taught them to harmonise, I could understand 
harmonies for some reason in a natural way and I just knew that was it, I am going to be a singer. 
When I said that to my mum she said, “No you’re not.” “Oh yes I am!” “Oh no you’re not!” They 
were difficult times then, it wasn’t long after the last war when I was born and people were quite 
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poor. For a girl then, the greatest thing you could do was to become a secretary, learn to type, be 
a secretary. That was top notch really so that was her idea of what was good for me. Of course I 
had other things in mind. 

Did you start a band, a little skiffle group? 

A skiffle group (chuckles) imagine me in a skiffle group, I don’t think so. Because music was quite 
accessible in the clubs round Liverpool, me and my friends used to go out and about a little bit. We 
went down the Cavern and other venues; we didn’t have much money but it didn’t cost an awful lot 
then as there was no alcohol going on in these venues so it didn’t cost too 
much. Then we went to a place called the Orrell Park Ballroom in Bootle 
and there was this band called The Undertakers on who were a bit 
awesome, really good, and had a sax player (I love the saxophone). I think 
we’d had a couple of swigs of VP wine, we could only afford one bottle 
between a gang of us, two swigs and we thought we were it. My friends 
were going “Hey mate, hey mate. Just let her sing, go on, she’s driving us 
mad singing in the school yard. Give her a go.” Geoff Nugent pulled me on 
stage at the Orrell Park Ballroom and I sang “Boys”. I was fortunate 
enough that they liked my voice, asked me to stay behind, had a little chat 
and I became an Undertaker. People don’t see me as an Undertaker but 
that’s what I was; I wasn’t Beryl Marsden I was just one of the 
Undertakers. I was fourteen and a bit - I didn’t tell my mum. What was 
great was when they said “Here’s your wages for the week”. It was a couple of bob but it was 
probably as much as my dad was earning as a welder. “Is that for me? Great.” And that changed 
my mum’s mind. 

Everyone knows about the Cavern, what other clubs were there at the time? 

Obviously the Orrell Park Ballroom, the Iron Door but just on the outskirts 
you had Litherland Town Hall, then you had the Riverside in Chester, some 
of them were called ballrooms then as well. We used to go to Prestatyn, we 
covered quite a distance. The Tower Ballroom, where the sound was a bit S-
H-I-T because it was a massive ballroom and all we had then were these 
little box amps and it wasn’t built for sound really but it still sounded good to 
us. We didn’t have monitors then, there was no such thing as a monitor you 
just had to do it so it was quite interesting. 

Other than the Undertakers, what other bands did you come across around Liverpool? 

The Big Three, I loved them, John Gustafson what a voice, obviously the Beatles. Popular bands, 
as popular as the Beatles then, were the likes of Mark Peters and the Silhouettes, Mark was a 
very pretty boy and Tiger (his brother Steve) was in his band. Bands from Manchester, the Hollies 
came to the Cavern, Wayne Fontana and the Mindbenders, Freddie and the Dreamers, Kingsize 
Taylor and the Dominoes (wonderful), The Remo Four. There was a kind of change over 
happening then and I remember when I saw the Swinging Blue Jeans the first time, they were 
playing not “jazz” jazz but “skiffly” jazz and then a few months later they’d completely changed and 
I couldn’t get into that at all because I didn’t think it was a very natural thing they were doing. I 
think they just saw what was going on and got into it. This would have been about 1962 or 1963. It 
seemed like I was there for ages and actually when I look back I wasn’t, from when I was fourteen 
and a bit and as soon as I was 16, Star Club, Hamburg here I come! I was just desperate to get 
there and I did it. Yes! How amazing is that. 1963. 

In the mid-sixties I saw a couple of Liverpool bands in London; Kingsize Taylor and the Dominoes 
and The Undertakers. Another was Chick Graham and the Coasters. 

Oh I forgot about him, tiny little Chick, because the band then became Billy J. Kramer and the 
Dakotas.  

Star Club, Hamburg. A lot of stories there I imagine. 
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Not too many. I had to be back at the hotel by 10pm so I can’t tell you what everyone was getting 
up to. I had to have a chaperone; Joe Flannery was then my manager with Lee Curtis as manager 
as well but I didn’t know they were brothers at the time. Before we went to Germany we came to 
Bow Street for a licence… that was the first time I came to London, to Bow Street Magistrates 
Court. How exciting is that? However he did show me around Piccadilly. So Joe was my 
chaperone and we went off to Hamburg. My set had to be before 10 o’clock at night because the 
Germans were very strict, not just for me but all the German kids as well. You could go into the 
pubs and sit at the bars, do what you like until 10. I had a special permit because I had a 
chaperone. I’m 16 and they’re all out there and I can’t be. Joe would sometimes let me stay behind 
when Ray Charles or people like that were on. I had to stand at the side of the stage, watch the 
set and then I’d be put in a taxi straight back to the hotel. 

Who did you see at the Star Club? 

Gene Vincent, Ray Charles, Chuck Berry (he did a couple of gigs in Berlin as well), Tony Sheridan 
and many more. My memory is terrible. I don’t think there were an awful lot of Liverpool bands 
there at the one time; they only used to bring one or two over. There was another club, the Top 
Ten, who were kind of rivals and they used to book a lot of Scottish bands while the Star Club had 
a lot of Irish show bands (don’t ask me to name them). I thought they were awesome, they 
sounded fantastic and they did all the moves, a lot of that going on as well. I was going back and 
forth to Germany from when I was 16 to just before I was 18, a good 18 months or so, while my 
manager Joe stayed over there. 

When did you start recording? 

I actually started before I went to the Star Club the first time and I didn’t like it. I was with the band 
and it’s Rock'n'Roll so you’ve got your drums, guitar, bass and then you get thrown in this studio 
with a bloody big orchestra and these singers. It was just the most bizarre thing for me and I’m 
going “Have I got to do this”, “What do I do”. I recorded “I Know” but it wasn’t enjoyable to be 
perfectly honest. It was like two tracks in four hours and everyone was doing it at the same time, 
the orchestra played, you sang, and it wasn’t an enjoyable experience. I’d have been happier if it 
had been with the band I was with. For some reason they tended to do 
that, especially with females, put you in with orchestras and the 
Vernon’s Girls did everything so I didn’t enjoy that. I wanted to go 
to Hamburg so that’s what I did. I didn’t promote the first few 
singles that I did so when people say “Why wasn’t that a hit?” - 
because I wasn’t here anyway. In a way that’s the 
management side of it, plus I was a bit of a stroppy cow so I 
believe.  

The first single was “I Know” by Barbara George and the B-
side, which I think was supposed to be a bit of an A-side, was “I 
Only Care About You” and the lyrics went “I don't bother to 
powder my face, I leave my things all over the place.” 

Who were your musical heroes at this time? 

We didn’t have records at home because we couldn’t afford them. When I first realised my passion 
for music, my friend and I used to get things from Woolworth’s on the Embassy label. They’d take 
all the songs and get somebody else to record them. I think at that particular time I loved Elvis, I 
loved the Shirelles, but also the Beatles, the Big Three but I think their influence was coming from 
that too, the Shirelles, Elvis, Little Richard, I liked all that. 

You must have crossed paths with the Beatles and Brian Epstein. 

Bob Wooler was the DJ at the Cavern and he came to the Riverside with Brian Epstein. He said 
“Come and meet Brian who is interested in your singing” and I said “Okay” but I’ve got the Star 
Club in my head. “I’m nearly 16, I can go to the Star Club and I don’t need a manager.” I always 
see it in a really positive sense. The Undertakers had gone off to Germany without me because I 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZZXrCqgyCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtpAuIJ40u0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtpAuIJ40u0
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was too young and Joe Flannery wanted to put me in pretty frocks and Brian would have done 
exactly the same and he did put Cilla in the pretty frocks so I don’t think it would have been good 
for me. I wouldn’t have sung in Hamburg, I wouldn’t have done all that stuff if I’d gone with Brian. 
But he was a nice man, my mum liked him. Mentioning Cilla, I only met her once - I was 15 and 
she was 19, quite a big difference. 

After the Star Club I came back to Liverpool and everyone had 
buggered off to London so I thought I’d go and check that out. I 
went down to London. I was not quite 18 and there was a pub 
where some of the Scouse bands who had moved down were 
meeting called The Ship in Wardour Street. I came down on the 
night train from Liverpool to London, arrived early in the 
morning, met my two mates and said I need a job, I had no 
money. They suggested “We’ll be chambermaids!” “Okay.” I 
literally walked into a hotel and got a job and a room… amazing 
what you could do in those days although I’m sure people could 
do that now if their determination was strong enough. So that’s 
what we did, went down The Ship and met Tony Stratton-Smith. 
He was a journalist just moving into music management. There 
was a club called the Pickwick Club where a lot of the 
journalists used to go and he said “I’ve got a little band down 
here, you might know one of them, come down and meet them” 
and it was Paddy, Klaus & Gibson called The Eyes at that time. 
I ended up singing with them for a little while until bloody Brian 

Epstein came down and took them away!  

This was in 1965 and then I made a couple more records with Columbia - same thing, orchestra! 
Not what I wanted but A&R men had massive power, they don’t so much now, and you just did as 
you were told. A couple of the tracks I liked and a couple I wasn’t bothered about. I had Tony and 
Howie Casey and the Crew as the band. I was with Tony for a little while, and we had Arthur 
Howes as our agent, we used to have good agents then. Arthur would do these great Sunday 
night gigs so I did a lot of those; sometimes I’d be with the Walker Brothers, sometimes the Small 
Faces, I could have joined them; they did say “Do you want to join us Beryl, we’re all the same 
size?” The Small Faces were brilliant. These were theatre or cinema gigs. I did the last Beatles 
tour in that period of time too, December 1965. Very snowy and somebody pinched my top at the 
Liverpool Empire I remember it well. I walked in the dressing room and someone had pinched my 
bloody velvet top.  

Then the Gunnells (Rik and John) came along and they had really good clubs and a lot of great 
acts at the time. They had this idea of putting me and Rod Stewart together, in the band with Mick 
Fleetwood and Peter Green. That’s how Shotgun Express came about and that lasted about 
sixteen months. Peter Green left… you had this amazing 
potential and they took me, Peter Bardens and Rod instead 
of taking the whole band. There were no photographs of the 
whole band. Peter wanted to do the blues, Rod didn’t know 
what he wanted to do; I think it was just a lot of musical 
influences and people finding out where they wanted to go. I 
suppose it was the same for me, just sorting out what I really 
wanted to do. Great band live though. I remember going up 
and down the motorway a lot - into bed, out of bed, in the 
van, up the motorway again loads of times which is why it felt 
like we were together a long time because we gigged 
relentlessly and we got tighter and tighter. 

I was getting a bit tired and got approached by She Trinity, all females, and I thought that could be 
interesting, having been with guys for all of my career to go with an all-female band. I did a tour 
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with them at the American bases in Europe. Oh my god that was hilarious. The reason I liked it 
was there were a couple of really good musicians in the band otherwise I wouldn’t have done it; 
Barbara Thompson for one and we had two drummers so it was quite a powerful sound. We didn’t 
play in England, we did a few of the bases then we played in Germany, then we were resident in 
Paris for a little while until I’d had enough and said I’m going home. I went back to Liverpool and 
became an usherette at the cinema I think but it didn’t last and I joined a band called Sinbad in 
Liverpool. What was lovely is it was the first time I’d had a residency in Liverpool at the Victoriana 
Club. That probably lasted a year and a bit.  

 

Have you kept in contact with many of these names from the past? 

In the last couple of years I’ve been in touch with Mick Fleetwood… 

He’s done quite well for himself. 

The thing is with those guys they’ve made millions and lost millions but it was lovely to see Mick 
back to the Mick I knew. They were here last year, I went to see them at the O2 and they’re back 
in May. I saw them before the show and the first thing Mick said to me was “Do you know the first 
time I saw you was at the Pickwick Club”. He came in with Jenny Boyd who he later married, 
Pattie Boyd and George Harrison together with Brian Epstein because he was interested in the 
boys. I hadn’t known that. After Sinbad, I had some babies, still singing occasionally, also doing a 
bit of writing, then my life took a little bit of a dive and I came back to London in 1978. I’ve mostly 
been here since then although I went to Tenerife for just over a year. I performed a little bit in ’78 
and that’s when I met Sandie Shaw. I went down the Speakeasy and met up with Hilton Valentine 
from the Animals. We were chatting and he took me to a Buddhist meeting where I met Sandie 
and for a year or two I focused on that. I did a little bit of session work although I’m not a great 
session singer, it’s a bit like being an actress and sticking to a script and I’m not very good at that. 
I met Phil Sawyer again, who was in Shotgun Express towards the end, who was doing a little 
project and I got involved with that.  

In the nineties, I went on tour with Martha Reeves and the Vandellas. A bit of a strange one, me a 
white Vandella but there you go. I’m not sure she was happy when she saw me the first time but 
we became quite good friends and I actually did three different tours with Martha. On one of them I 
was a single Vandella but they couldn’t advertise Martha Reeves and the Vandella so it went out 
as just Martha Reeves and that was good fun. 

Now you’re making a musical of your life. 

Done that. We did the musical and it was fun but I’m not sure I want to pursue that at the moment. 
I’m going to write the book next year. The first time I was approached about a musical was over 20 
years ago by Barry Mason who wrote “Delilah”. I got together with him but the music wasn’t quite 
right, it was very West End Theatre and I would never sing that so I gave that a miss. A 
Liverpudlian approached me, Mike Howl, and I said that if we did this it would have to be what I 
sang, all the songs that I sang in the sixties which I still sing now with a couple of new things that 
I’ve written thrown in and that’s what we did. It went down really well. You do things to try and to 
see but I can’t see me trolling around the country to come on at the end, as I did, to sing a couple 
of songs. I don’t particularly want to do that at the moment. It only played at the Cavern in 
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Liverpool so I got to play at the Cavern for the first time. There’s two parts of the Cavern now, 
there’s the actual Cavern and a big stage area so I asked them to stop the music so that while the 
actors were trying to perform dialogue you wouldn’t hear the music from the other part of the 
Cavern which they did. There were a few problems with the mics but it was still good. The 
atmosphere was great but I thought did I want to take it to a theatre, I wasn’t sure if I was going to 
like it as I still cringe at some parts of it “Ooh, that’s a bit close to the bone”. However, we took it to 
the Epstein Theatre and it went down a storm. It’s on the back burner for now. 

What about the book? 

I’ve started it in my head but I’ll write it with someone - not someone to write it but I think to do it 
with someone would be really nice. I’ve got a Scouser in mind who knows a lot about music. 

You might be pleased to know that when I put out a poll to see who, from our ten years of shows, 
our audience would most like to see again, they voted for you. 

(Round of applause) That’s really nice, thank you. 

Are you looking forward to February with Kingsize Taylor and all your mates? 

Absolutely, it’s a Scouse show.  

Who is your favourite female singer from the same era? 

Shirley from the Shirelles, I met her and she’s got a wonderful, beautiful voice and she still sounds 
like that although she’s something like 78 now. I love Dusty Springfield but I didn’t know her when I 
started to sing, she came later. I met Dusty quite a few times in the sixties. At that time I didn’t 
quite understand gay and lesbian but I did get invited to The Scotch of Saint James club and 
thought, this is a bit weird, there are no men here. Dusty was there with Madeline Bell and Goldie 
and the Gingerbreads, there were a lot of amazing women there but Dusty was so lovely. 

You mentioned Sandie Shaw, has the friendship continued? 

I’m still friends with Sandie, very much so. I’m not really into backing vocals but I did a few with a 
friend on an album for her, going back quite a few years, but not together. We did a gig together in 
Liverpool when Live Aid was in London, so in Liverpool we did Liver Aid and I thought that was 
great. I thought it would be great for every city to do it. We did Liver Aid at the Empire and I got 
Sandie to come up and we did a song together. We did it with the Merseybeats and sang “Stand 
By Me” so I’m trying to find out if it was recorded. Bless her, she didn’t know she was coming on 
stage until I said “Here’s my friend Sandie.” 

Thank you for that Beryl, I hope you enjoyed it. 

Thanks very much. 

 

Recording and photos © Denis Hoare  
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Cliff Richard and The Shadows - 
A Rock’n’Roll Memoir 

Author - Royston Ellis 
Prior to reading this book, I was highly impressed to view a 
comprehensive list of books previously written by the 
author, the respective titles/subject matter ranging from 
biographies, travel books, poetry, and explorative fiction. 
These publications are all listed on Page 3, and, which 
represent clear testimony to the author's formidable literary 
talent. 

I have, throughout my life, read many biographies (many 
unauthorised) of musical stars pertaining to the late ‘50s 
and ‘60s, and many have proved to be erroneous in terms 
of facts and chronological accuracy. This book has proved 
to be the exception in terms of detail and the author has, 
sensibly, ensured that each segment/chapter of the book 
follows a logical, professional sequence, which, by 

definition, chronicles the early frugal days, to the eventual rise to stardom of both Cliff and The 
Shadows. Needless to say, the Foreword by Cliff Richard is an indisputable endorsement of the 
quality of this publication. 

The author introduces the book with brief and factual hard-hitting chronological facts which, rather 
like a delicious restaurant menu, whet the appetite and, thus, the reader continues to digest the 
contents with enthusiasm. Thereafter, there is a Prologue written by Tony Barrell, which is highly 
illuminating, punctuated with the author's early Beat Poetry, that emphasises the mental focus of 
his attitude which, by definition, could be regarded as an obsession with cynical reality at that time. 
No wonder that John Lennon was fascinated by Royston's poetic flair. 

The book continues with detailed biographies of each of The Shadows and Cliff, all of which are 
highly informative and, at times, highly amusing. With concise brevity, these short biographies 
encompass each person's embryonic fascination with music - their respective first instruments and 
musical preferences at that time. I never knew that Hank's first instrument was piano, which did 
not suit him, thus adopting the clarinet, which also did not suit him. When he was given a banjo, he 
realised that a stringed instrument was for him! Fascinating. 

Bruce's first guitar cost £5, and made his fingers bleed, but he persevered and, by listening to 
records, emulated the chord sequences on records played on his Dansette record player. This 
made me laugh as my first guitar cost £5 in 1959, and that dreadful instrument made my fingers 
bleed. Tony was the lucky one, as his mother purchased a second hand kit for him, on which he 
could practise. 

As many readers may know, I was Jet Harris's manager until his untimely death in 2011, and Jet 
would tell me detailed stories of his early days, living in a cramped, unsavoury flat in Victoria, 
which accommodated, apart from penniless musicians, a collection of animals including two 
monkeys and a skunk. Royston has documented these fascinating facts with commendable 
humour and alacrity, and those of us who embarked on that tortuous road to achieve stardom in 
those formative days, will have total empathy with the situations so graphically recorded in this 
book. 

The chapters relating to the touring with Cliff are riveting and fascinating, and, saturated with 
factual and, at times, highly amusing experiences, all of which are conducive with the primitive 
touring arrangements which were prevalent in those early days of Rock’n’Roll. Personally, I did 
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find that there was excess focus on the dietary preferences of each person during these tours, but, 
as I have expressed earlier, the author was clearly determined to include as much detail as 
possible, thus giving credibility to his mental recall - nothing wrong with that! 

These chapters detail the emergence of what we now know as The Shadows Waltz, and, when 
they had to change their name from The Drifters, to The Shadows - Jet's idea - of which he was 
immensely proud. 

The crucial involvement of Norrie Paramor with regard to the production and management of The 
Shadows presents an invaluable insight into the vital aspect of how management was selected. 
The Shadows wanted experienced, frank, straight talkers, and that is was they got, thanks to 
Norrie. Thus they had brilliant songwriters - e.g. Jerry Lordan - and superb personal, touring, and 
business management. 

Their first foreign tours are highlighted with all pertinent detail, and this section of the book recalls, 
with the usual intricate detail, their experiences in Germany and Sweden. Yet again, full of 
amusing anecdotes, one being Jet, who fancied blonde girls and, when approaching two who were 
sitting on stools, stood up to greet him, and, both were 6' 1" - Jet had to arch his neck to make 
facial contact. 

Their tours of The USA and South Africa presented them with the unacceptable face of 
segregation and apartheid, which they had never experienced before, but, a situation which they 
handled with professional expediency, eventually organising a show for blacks only, as the law 
demanded at that time. 

When they left South Africa, they had clearly made an indelible impression, as the Top Ten in S.A. 
comprised of eight of their records. Their cross channel show on a Rock’n’Roll boat to Calais was 
full of press, all of whom were hoping for great pictures of drunken yobs and unruly behaviour on 
the part of the audience - this never happened, much to their disappointment. Looking back, I 
suppose that the music of The Shadows, combined with their immaculate mohair suits, presented 
an aura of civilised respectability, which cannot be denied. 

The author also mentions an aspect of education which is very close to my heart - musical 
education. Apparently an expert in musical education wrote in a journal, circa 1960, that the 
influence of the recordings of Cliff and The Shadows had generated a huge interest in music by 
pupils at many schools throughout the country, and that this newfound enthusiasm for youngsters 
to wish to learn how to play instruments was a new, and welcome, phenomenon. 

This amazing book is full of peculiar and amusing concert stories, one being, when they were 
invited to perform at a debutante ball hosted by Princess Margaret, who asked Hank if she could 
have a look at his guitar - she nearly dropped it, unaware of the weight of a Fender Strat. 

Needless to say there is a comprehensive appendix at the end of this book, detailing all recordings 
by Cliff and The Shadows, up to 1961, with songwriting credits, which would be of particular 
interest to many readers. 

In conclusion, this book, so meticulously written and collated, should be on every music lover’s 
bookshelf, whether they be a young teenager or a golden oldie, as it is inspirational in terms of 
how it depicts, with total clarity, the way a group of youngsters, with musical ambition and 
determination, succeeded in becoming stars, and who will be remembered in the annals of popular 
music for their incredible achievements. Furthermore, the book contains numerous photos, many 
of which have never been in the public domain before this publication. 

PETER STOCKTON  December 2014 

Available at all good booksellers, or direct from: 

Gazelle 01524 68765 

email: sales @gazellebooks.co.uk 

ISBN 978-0-9566834-7-2  UK £14 USA $25  
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Although I live in Somerset, I was brought up in the East End of 
London. Born in 1943, I spent a glorious first sixteen years of life 
in Upton Park. One of my best friends gave me some copies of 

"TFTW" and it brought back so many memories of growing up and 

the magnificent music we all enjoyed. The Ben E. King (one of 
my all-time favourites) review was brief but excellent in that, on 
his previous tour, I felt that the great man was not well. Many 
years ago, I wrote to him in the States and on my window ledge 
is the signed photograph that he sent me. I was looking at Issue 
No.75 and was delighted to see Bert Trautmann and Archie 
Andrews featured. Also, the review of "The Good Old Days 
Revisited." A couple of years ago, I published a book entitled "All 
Change for Upton Park" all about growing up in that area mainly 
in the 1950s. Bert and Archie are both mentioned and I have 
also included a section of the music that we all enjoyed. By the 
way, I make a submission that the first country-rock record ever 
made was Lonnie Donegan's "Frankie and Johnny." Here follows 
an excerpt.                                                               Steve Derby 

My earliest introduction to music was through the family parties held at Christmas, Boxing Day, 
and New Year’s Day. I looked forward to these events immensely, because they provided me with 
the chance to get together with cousins and friends that I might not have seen very regularly 
throughout the year. Dad usually reserved these occasions to get himself pickled, much to the 
annoyance of Mum.  

Unlike today, few families boasted of anything that might be generally described as a record 
collection. Rather, we’d have, at most, about two dozen shellac 78 rpm items that only got airing at 
the parties, after which they were allowed to hibernate until next year’s party season. How those 
records ever survived was a minor miracle. None of your compact CDs or ip3s were around and 
even the means of conveying musical joy was somewhat archaic. The gramophone was a chunky 
item of furniture containing speakers, and a turntable that ran consistently at 78rpm. 45rpm and 33 
1/3rpm items were yet to hit the market and the only speed change available was an indicator that 
could vary the pace of the music to either “slow” or “fast”. An arm about the size of a hammer, into 
which a metal pointed needle was inserted, would be lifted (thus activating the turntable) and 
placed so that the needle sat in the groove of the disc. Bingo! You had your music. After several 
plays, the needle had to be changed as usage seriously impaired sound quality. What had begun 
as a clear tone gradually descended into something akin to your music being played to the 
accompaniment of shingle disturbed by sea waves. It might have done the needle precious little 
harm but the records themselves became scratched, scarred and, ultimately, permanently 
disabled. 

The first record that ever captured my imagination was Anton Karas’s version of “The Harry Lime 
Theme” or, if you wish to be pedantic, “The Third Man Theme.” Taken from the 1949 film, “The 
Third Man” featuring the wonderful Orson Welles, it was a tuneful little offering with a mix of guitar 
and mandolin. I found it captivating and must have ruined the thing long before its time was 
properly due by constant playing. Conveniently, its Greek styling lent itself to party dancing and 
became immensely popular, alongside offerings by the like of Winifred Attwell, a Caribbean lady 
who hit a winning formula with her honk-tonk piano, rattling out tunes as though you were at your 
local. I happened to like Winnie, but I cringed at The Stargazers’ “I see the Moon” and “Old Beer 
Bottle,” both songs best administered when company was pickled and, thus, completely unaware 
of what they were listening to. 

In 1954, all of this jollity was to be thrown into chaos, as popular music began its run up for a 
quantum leap from which it has never looked back. During that year, in amongst the Crosby 
crooners, Sinatra serenaders, and Billy Cotton blasters, a thirty-year old American bandleader 
dipped his toe into the water by releasing a little number called “Shake, Rattle and Roll”. It went on 
to sell a million copies and entered British singles charts in December 1954. There was something 
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very different about this record, and it certainly didn’t sit easy with the crooners and vocal groups 
predominant at the time. It was almost wild and abandoned and, from the lips of American disc 
jockey Alan Freed, we first heard the term “Rock’n’Roll”. Stateside – particularly amongst the black 
communities – the term was a euphemism for sexual intercourse but, in our innocence, the fact 
by-passed us completely. Early in January 1955, Bill followed up his initial hit with “Rock around 
the Clock” and from that point, the fat was well and truly in the fire. There couldn’t have been a 
soul in the land who couldn’t at least kick the song off. 

More than any other, “Rock Around the Clock” set clear water between itself and the staid, largely 
saccharine product that had simmered gently on the back burner since the end of the war. Now 
young people had something of their own to get their teeth into and the media dubbed Haley as 
the "Father of Rock and Roll". Passing years have provided sufficient evidence to suggest that he 
was nothing of the sort, but in 1955 we knew no better and simply went along with it. There were 
more shocks to follow.  

Chris Barber had long been an icon for those in love with traditional jazz – and in those days, there 
were many. My mates Tony Prince and Keith Hollington both had a more than working knowledge 
of the music, regularly dredging up the names of Monty Sunshine (clarinet), Pat Halcox (trumpet), 
and Ottilie Paterson, a white female singer with a powerful voice reminiscent of the black blues 
singers, for whom the style appeared to be their prerogative. She was, indeed, rather special and 
justifiably one of the major selling points of the Chris Barber Jazz Band. Yet quite what Chris had 
in mind when, on one of his albums, he included two tracks under the banner of “The Chris Barber 
Skiffle Group” seemed something of a mystery – at first. Whipping his banjo player, Lonnie 
Donegan, out from the background and bedecking him with an acoustic guitar, Chris added Beryl 
Bryden on washboard (washboard?!), and himself on string bass to reproduce a simple, yet 
infectious little piece.  

It started with strummed major chords played on the beat of the bass. Donegan narrates the tale 
of an illegal carriage – by train - of livestock across some US border or other, in which the driver 
tells the tollgate officer that all he has on board is cows, sheep, and general livestock which - we 
are all relieved to hear - are not subject to duty. The official duly lets the train slip through and as it 
gathers up ”a little bit of steam and a little bit of speed,” the driver calls back down the line to 
tollgate officialdom that he’s been telling porkies and he was really chock full of pig-iron on which - 
horror of horrors - he should have paid substantial duty. It remained the best “up yours” song until 
David Allan Coe created, “Take this Job and Shove it”. By January 1956, the record had caught 
on, and frequented the charts for the better part of four 
months. If there was a kid around who didn’t know the 
lyric, then you had to wonder which planet they had been 
living on during the period.  

The songs of that era which went on to provide lyrics to 
accompany and influence our adolescence have proved 
their worth through their longevity. Throughout the 
history of popular music, artists of different generations 
have drawn deep and successfully from the well. The 
Rolling Stones were sharp enough to make “Not Fade 
Away” one of their anthems, but it was the Crickets who 
gave it to the world. Cliff Richard may have asked you if 
you wanted to dance, but Bobby Freeman was first on 
the floor. When the little rascal cobbled together a 
popular version of “Willie and the Handjive”, he left poor 
old Johnny Otis to lick his wounds. It happened time and 
time again although, to the credit of the Stones and Sir 
Cliff, the originators have always been acknowledged.  

My point is this – it was a fine time to be young and 
awash with such fabulous music.  
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ALL CHANGE FOR UPTON PARK by STEVE DERBY REVIEWED 

“An affectionate, reflective and humorous rummage through memories of a childhood spent in 
Upton Park, East London, between 1943 and 1959.” Softback. 400 pages. Cover price: £9.95. Mail 
order price including post, packing and handling: £13.90 either from Dunroamin, Smith Lane, 
Ditcheat, Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 6PR (cheque made payable to Steve Derby) or from 
www.allchangeforuptonpark.co.uk 

Approximately 5 - 6 miles east of the city of London, Upton Park is the station between Plaistow 
and East Ham on that section of the District line heading east to Upminster. The station is also 
served by the Hammersmith & City line heading east to Barking and is ignored by the c2c mainline 
trains that whizz through en route to Southend and Shoeburyness. The station is situated on 
north-south aligned Green Street, which also features a locally popular market and a nationally 
known football stadium - the Boleyn Ground home of West Ham FC since 1904, though not for 
much longer. Green Street was also the official boundary between the boroughs of West Ham and 
East Ham until both were absorbed into the London Borough of Newham in 1965. 

In short, apart from the station and the football stadium, Upton Park isn’t a quantifiable entity in its 
own right; it’s an amorphous area of urban housing and shops that once straddled the divide 
between two London boroughs and is now an indistinct part of a larger domain. This is where 
author Steve Derby spent his formative years, in Walpole Road off of Plashet Grove.  

There is a sneaky pun in the title of the book. Upton Park in the 21st Century has changed 
dramatically since Steve grew up there. Not so much physically (although all locomotive works and 
sheds in the surrounding area have long disappeared); much more so demographically. Whereas 
the 1940s and ’50s mix was predominantly Protestant (C of E and Methodist), Catholic and 
Jewish, now the area is a multicultural melting-pot, heavily spiced with Afro-Caribbean, East 
European, Middle-Eastern and mainly Asian accents, languages and religions. While 
acknowledging the change, Steve takes us back to the way it was - when the c2c was still the 
London, Tilbury and Southend Railway with steam locos and when young lads wore short 
trousers. 

An aside; a reviewer’s confession. Nearly three years younger than the author, I was born and 
raised in a north-west London suburb in Metroland, not Upton Park, although I was familiar with 
east London via relatives. It was south of the river that was always the mystery, the netherworld of 
rogues and villains. I had a similar education as the author - church school then grammar school - 
and similar interests in railways and music (though not football). Also, for the last 34 years I have 
lived in Manor Park, just a shot away from Upton Park. So I’m semi-qualified. Onward…    

The book is peppered with such italicised paragraphs. Reflections on memories; thoughts about 
the preceding narrative. The good thing is that the book’s subtitle is spot on the button: Steve 
writes (or dictated into a recorder?) in an easy-flowing, conversational manner that is indeed 
affectionate and humorous, almost like chatting across a pub table. The dodgy thing is that he 
does tend to rabbit on a bit and he is a sentimental old sod.  

It is a book of two halves. Chapters 1 - 6 are mainly though not exclusively devoted to Steve’s 
family, his old neighbours and his progress from primary school to grammar school via Sunday 
school and the Gospel Hall. Also the local street vibe; the sense of growing up in a warm, 
embracing community. Chapters 7 - 11 are more about his outside interests such as train spotting 
(and bunking ‘round train sheds); the music and radio programmes of the 1950s; cubs, scouting 
and football. Oh, and his growing awareness that young women could be sweetie pies. Chapter 12 
is a revisit to Upton Park and a reunion with old chums.  

On the one hand this book could be described as a self-indulgent memoir by an ageing gentleman 
polishing his marbles before he loses them. On the other hand it is also an enjoyably nostalgic and 
colourful canvas, particularly for those of us of roughly similar vintage. To be savoured in idle 
moments with a tipple of one’s choice.  

Cliff White  

http://www.allchangeforuptonpark.co.uk/
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I was listening to a series on BBC Radio 4 plus (mid-November it was) about comedy in music and 
one particular programme was about Spike Jones (and his City Slickers) who were famous during 
the forties and early fifties with their comedy band routines. 

I had a very good friend, Sid Bonner, who was an excellent dance band pianist and a fine reader 
of the dots and during the second World War was first reserve pianist to Ronnie Aldrich’s 
Squadronaires, (Ronnie being No.1) the RAF premier dance band. When Spike Jones came over 
to the UK in the ‘40s, he was not allowed to bring his band due to the union practices at the time, 
but he had written all the manuscripts including the explosions, whistles and raspberries etc. For 
his few live shows over here, Sid was the pianist and he told me that Spike carefully picked all 
good readers and the British musicians were competently able to play all the mayhem that Spike 
had written. 

Blues Blues: I had a mail list arrive from a good company, Stargreen, who sell concert tickets at 

cheaper prices and I have been, a couple of times, to the Shepherds Bush Empire to see artists 
using their services (which I can heartily recommend)/ 

Under the banner of ‘other stuff’ and still ranting about music style pigeon holes, recent lists from 
Stargreen included lots of names I had not heard of but included a description of the type of 
entertainment you could expect. Here is a list of some of the band names and their categories: 

Rival Sons – Soulful hard rock dripping with the Blues and swaggering to a good-time groove 
Clean Bandit – a classic-electronica collective… where Baroque meets house and pop 
Ukggold – rap, dancehall and grime influences in garage 
Katzenjammer – evoke a Bavarian beer house hoedown (this is a 4 piece all girl group) 
We Are The Ocean – Powerhouse-in-waiting of UK rock, packed with colossal choruses   
Comeback Kid – Underground Hard-core Punk 
Satyricon – Black Metal act inspired by occult traditions 
Kosheen – British Trip Hop, Drum and Bass and Rock 

I’m not sure which one to avoid, I’ll stick with Blues Blues! 

Lists: Out of interest, I looked up the top contemporary Blues/Rock CDs on Amazon and 

‘amazonly’ (considering the band I last saw!) it lists; 

1) Something Real – Storm Warning 
2) Breaking Out – Storm Warning 

The rest are either Rock or heavy rock! 

Here are the top Blues albums as listed by Rakuten (Play.com uk) 

1) Small World Big Band Vol.2 – More Friends – Jools Holland  
2) Plays More Blues, Ballads and Favourites – Jimmie Vaughan 
3) Back for More/Fat City – The Blues Band 
4) Riches and More – Deacon Blue 
5) Real Folk Blues/More Real Folk Blues – Muddy Waters 
6) No More, No Less – Blue Ash 
7) Real Folk Blues/More Real Folk Blues – Sonny Boy Williamson 
8) Lots More Blues, Rags and Hollers – Ray and Glover Koerner 
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9) More Blues on the South Side – Billy Boy Arnold 
10) Blues Masters Vol.17, More Post Modern Blues – Various Artists 

Incredibly, the word ‘more’ appears in every one. 

I’ve not used Play.com recently since it has become Rakuten and seems to have become quite 
expensive (it used to compete well with Amazon). It’s now a company (quote) “creating a platform 
that enables ordinary people, skilled in retail, to open their own on-line shops”. They don’t seem to 
sell goods themselves anymore but I might be wrong. 

Magazines: I enjoy listening to the radio and once a year in December, ‘Radio Listeners Guide’ 

comes through my letterbox. This is a little A5 sized magazine which is a complete guide to radio 
pleasure. It covers: 

Buying advice, all the best radios 
New reviews of radios from the main manufacturers 
Station guides showing what you can receive 
Transmitter info for all UK radio stations 
Technology advice, Bluetooth, internet and Wi-Fi radio 
Digital radio advice and news of stations coming and going. 

It’s a little annual treasure for me and can be obtained through www.radioguide.co.uk. There are 
similar magazines, ‘Television Viewers Guide’ and ‘Mobile phone Users Guide’ also available. 

Who did I last see? At my local ‘Blues club’ we should have welcomed an American touring 

band but, at the last moment we were told his British tour didn’t have enough venues or enough 
money so he cancelled his tour and stayed home. Chris White and Adrian ‘Son’ Maxwell, 
members of the Blues band ‘Storm Warning’ stepped in, arranging for all the gigs to be honoured 
by them or another band. Our gig was to be ‘Storm Warning’ supported by ‘Beaver’ and a laser 
light show. The ticket price remained the same with the lion’s share going to support research into 
Parkinson’s disease (chosen because ‘Storm Warning’s’ previous drummer was a victim). 

I took my little ear defenders as the opening act, ‘Beaver’ was described as a Power Rock Blues 
Trio which they certainly were. 

These small industrial ear defenders filtered the noise brilliantly and I heard a variety of Blues and 
Rock which was quite enjoyable. 

This band was experimenting with ‘added musicians’, a form of pre-recorded sounds controlled 
with foot pedals and computer which was obviously difficult to match but it worked quite well, a 
brass section riffing to a self-penned number and samples from the Who’s later catalogue (as 
being currently used on American TV police dramas) to accompany a Who medley. Other covers 
included Hendrix, Z Z Top, and Muddy Waters etc. all done in the Power Trio style. Beaver were 
Keith, guitar, Andy, bass and Dave, drums (no surnames available).  

After a pint break, ‘Son’ Maxwell (vocals and 
harmonica) introduced Storm Warning, 
completed by the laser light show. 

I have seen (and reported) this band before 
and didn’t like the American vocalist with his 
‘over-the-top’ mannerisms, dances and 
choice of too much jazz influenced material. 

Now, with the original vocalist/harmonica 
player back in front, a new drummer, Russ 
Chaney and an overnight replacement bass 
player they returned to their great versions of 
the Blues. Their whole program was 
interesting arrangements of known Blues 
numbers, for example, a bossanova beat 
introduced Howlin’ Wolf’s Spoonful and it 
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worked for me. 

The keyboard player, a little elf in a baseball cap, Ian Salisbury, was excellent during his solos, 
good on organ but much better on electric piano. The reserve bass player was faultless (the whole 
now enjoyed though defender-less ears) and even played a couple of long solos. 

The material, including Junior Wells, Jimmy Reed and Muddy Waters, was beautifully played and 
highlight musician for me was guitarist Bob Moore. Not a youngster by any means, with his slightly 
elderly ‘stoop’, grey hair, glasses, grey trousers and polished black shoes it belied his 
understanding of the Blues guitar. He had four guitars and a large soundboard of pedals which he 
worked all the time. With none of the usual annoying mannerisms most rock guitarists adopt, he 
played beautiful slow Blues solos, masterful Blues blasts and had a clarity of tone, crisp at some 
times, smooth at others which caused me to single him out afterwards and shake his hand. I said 
‘You are an excellent guitarist’ and he replied, with a grin, ‘And you are an excellent listener’. 

The laser show, which worked from behind the band towards the audience, changed with the pace 
of the music. When smoke was introduced to the mix, a strange fast moving cloud effect was 
produced, weird but fascinatingly enhancing the Blues being played.     

What was my last CD: I had an appointment in the Audiology 

Department of my local hospital as my hearing was not what it 
should be. After tests they found my hearing in lower registers 
was quite normal but as sounds got higher, my hearing 
deteriorated. Both ears were identical to this effect so hearing 
aids were prescribed. Hearing problems, generally, cannot be 
‘repaired’ only helped. A week later I was fitted with a pair of 
aids and walked to my car noticing higher pitched sounds in an 
annoying way, as if my head was in a thin tin bucket. I had a 
new CD in the car which I had not heard so I put it on. It was 
called ‘Ultrasonic Studios 1972’ and was a radio broadcast of 
Bonnie Raitt with guests Lowell George (the genius behind 
Little Feat) and John Hammond (a Blues historian and singer). 
The result was a very relaxed recording of 15 blues tunes with Bonnie having fun and singing and 
playing her slide guitar beautifully. She was a great Blues player back then and probably still is but 
has developed into a polished and popular artist and although she doesn’t play much Blues these 

days, I bet she still could! It was a pleasure to listen with my 
‘new ears!’ 

I also want to mention another CD which arrived as a Christmas 
present, ‘Hadda Brooks, Queen of the Boogie’ With the rise in 
interest of ‘Boogie Woogie’ caused in no small part by 
promotions by TFTW, this CD with 24 tracks, and many of them 
not previously issued, is the real (and sophisticated) McCoy. 
She had three top ten hits in the American R&B charts in 
1947/8 as a trio on the Modern label and this CD on Ace is full 
of dynamic left hand rhythms showing what a fine Boogie 
Woogie pianist she was. She died in 2002 aged 86 following 
complications during heart surgery and was still playing up till 
then.  

What was on my IPod today? ’Chicago Calling’ by the Cyril Davies R&B All Stars from the 

recent double CD ‘Preachin’ the Blues, The Cyril Davies Memorial Album’ which contains almost 
all of Cyril’s recorded work. This powerhouse performer, who died 50 years ago this month 
(January) at the early age of 32, was just getting into his stride and, I’m sure, would have been as 
ground breaking as any of the biggest British R&B bands. 

Dave Parker 
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Mickey Jupp, dubbed the “Godfather of 
Southend Rock” could be heading for the 
national recognition he has always deserved 
and never sought. A sumptuous re-working of 
his back catalogue has been released and it's 
attracting more attention than the 
singer/songwriter has enjoyed in more than 
twenty years. 

A box set of three CDs and one DVD includes 
no less than 70 of the songs Jupp wrote and 
recorded over a 45 year period, a 25 minute 
TV film shot in Canvey and Cumbria, and a 
book detailing his colourful career to date, 
written by fellow Southend musician Will Birch. 

It's packed with memorabilia and dozens of photos across the years. 

It's been released by the UK Repertoire label, and its compilers must have had a hard job whittling 
the prolific writer's work down from the 370 songs he has written. 

Jupp songs covered by other acts would fill another couple of CDs. Rocker Rick Nelson revived at 
least two of his numbers, the Judds family country band included one of his songs on a number 
one chart CD, Delbert McClinton even made a Jupp song the title track on one CD. And that's not 
to mention other big names like Dave Edmunds, Nick Lowe, The Searchers, and Dr Feelgood who 
expressed their admiration for his witty turn of phrase by releasing their own versions of his songs. 

But mainstream chart success has eluded Jupp, and that may be his own fault. As Will Birch's 
fascinating book tells it, Decca label was keen on signing Jupp in the sixties and he agreed to the 
deal. But when it came to actually recording, Jupp failed to show up. He was part of the second 
Stiff label promotional tour alongside Wreckless Eric and Lene Lovich which wound its way round 
the UK by train and then headed to New York – minus Mickey. He had decided Christmas 
shopping was more important. 

As he says in the 1994 documentary which is part of the package, he doesn't care much for most 
of the trappings of show-business, preferring to work alone in his home studio crafting new songs, 
rather than touring, glad-handing fans, or spending days in recording studios. 

He has found greater commercial acceptance in Sweden and Germany than in the UK, but he still 
turns down invitations from the likes of popular Swedish band The Refreshments, who always 
include Jupp-written songs on their CDs, to tour Scandinavia with them. Somehow, this hasn't 
stopped the admiration of big names in the business. Wilko Johnson, original guitarist with Dr 
Feelgood and a recent chart visitor thanks to Roger Daltrey, speaks highly of him in the book, and 
in the film, shot more than 20 years ago. That's loyalty. 

Procol Harum singer Gary Brooker produced his records, as did Kev Godley and Lol Creme of 
10CC, Dave Edmunds, and Francis Rossi of Status Quo. They all praise his talents, both as a 
writer and as a vocalist. He has been described variously as a white Chuck Berry or Britain's 
answer to Creedence Clearwater Revival. 

But judge for yourself. The Collection is entitled Mickey Jupp – Kiss Me Quick Squeeze Me Slow 
and, amazingly, it shares its cover with the seventies Stiff label overview of his output to that date. 

John Howard 

Runtimes: CD 1 79min9secs, CD2 77min44secs, CD3 78mins25secs. 

Track Listings 

Disc: 1 

1. You Know What I Mean Single B-side (UK)  
2. You'll Never Get Me Up In One Of Those,from the album Juppanese (UK)  
3. Switchboard Susan, from the album Long Distance Romancer (UK)  
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4. Short List 2.40 from the album Juppanese (UK)  
5. Cheque Book (LEGEND) from the album Red Boot (UK)  
6. Brother Doctor, Sister Nurse from the album Juppanese (UK)  
7. Old Rock n Roller Single A-side (UK)  
8. Taxi Driver Single B-side (UK)  
9. Don't Talk To Me Single A-side (UK)  
10. Make It Fly from the album Long Distance Romancer (UK)  
11. S.P.Y. Single B-side (UK)  
12. Politics from the album Long Distance Romancer (UK)  
13. Shine On My Shoes (LEGEND) from the album Moonshine (UK)  
14. Making Friends Single A-side (UK)  
15. Hole In My Pocket (LEGEND) from the album Red Boot (UK)  
16. Joggin Single A-side (Germany)  
17. Junk In My Trunk Single B-side (UK)  
18. Cross Country (LEGEND) Single A-side (Germany)  
19. Nature's Radio Single A-side (UK)  
20. Pilot from the album Juppanese (UK)  
21. Chevrolet from the album Long Distance Romancer (UK)  
22. Rooms In Your Roof (Mono Single) Single A-side (UK)  
23. Down At The Doctors Single B-side Nature's Radio (UK)  
24. Down At The Doctors (Alternative Version) from the sampler album Southend Rock (UK)  
Disc: 2 
1. Down In Old New Orleans Single A-side (UK)  
2. Boxes And Tins Single A-Side (UK)  
3. Georgia George (Part 1) (LEGEND) Single A-side (UK)  
4. Blues On Their Own From the album Oxford 
5. You Made A Fool Out Of Me Single A-Side (UK)  
6. Virginia Weed Single B-side (UK)  
7. Oxford Dick And The Words from the album Oxford 
8. Monty Bronte And The Sisters from the album Oxford 
9. Another Guy (LEGEND) from the Legend album Moonshine (UK)  
10. Lorraine Pt.2 (LEGEND) Single B-side (Germany)  
11. Switchboard Susan Single A-side (Track 1) (Germany)  
12. My Typewriter (LEGEND) Single A-side (UK)  
13. Some People Can't Dance Single A-side (UK)  
14. Orlando Fla from the album Shampoo Haircut And Shave (UK)  
15. Barbara from the album Long Distance Romancer (UK)  
16. Poison Girls Single B-side (Germany)  
17. If Only Mother from the album Juppanese (UK)  
18. Superman from the album Some People Can't Dance (UK)  
19. School from the album Juppanese (UK)  
20. True Love (Single version) Single A-side (UK)  
21. Modern Music (Single version) Single A-side (UK)  
22. Standing At The Crossroads Again from the album As The Yeahs Go By (UK)  
23. Brother Doctor, Sister Nurse (Alternative version) Previously unreleased. 
Disc: 3 
1. National Gas (Single Mix) (LEGEND) Single A-side (France)  
2. Wouldn't You (Single Mix) (LEGEND) Single B-side (UK)  
3. Heather On The Hill (Mono single) (LEGEND) Single B-side (France)  
4. July (Mono) (LEGEND) Single B-side (UK)  
5. Life (LEGEND) Single A-side (Germany)  
6. Late Last Night (LEGEND) Single B-side (Germany)  
7. Don't You Never (LEGEND) Single A-side (Germany)  
8. Someday (LEGEND) Single B-side (Germany)  
9. Feel Free Single B-side (UK)  
10. Anything You Do Single A-side, Track 2 (Germany)  
11. Cheque Book (Alternative version) Single B-side, Track 1 (Germany)  
12. Daisy Mayes Single B-side, Track 2 (Germany)  
13. Stormy Sunday Lunchtime Single A-side (UK)  
14. Reading Glasses Single B-side (UK)  
15. Only For Life Single A-side (UK)  
16. Animal Crackers Single B-side (UK)  
17. Claggin On Single A-side (UK)  
18. Driving On Your Lights Single B-side (UK)  
19. Be Stiff 12 Single Be Stiff Tour (UK)  
20. Anything You Say CD Single A-side (UK)  
21. Joggin (Remix version) Single A-side (UK)  
22. I Feel Like Sleeping (LEGEND) from the album Red Boot (UK)  
23. Mother Of My Child (LEGEND) from the album Moonshine (UK)  
Disc: 4 
1. DOCUMENTARY FILM -:LONG DISTANCE ROMANCER - THE SONGS OF MICKEY JUPP 
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Ronnie Ronalde, the vocalist/siffleur and variety star who whistled and yodelled 
his way to world fame in the late ‘40s, ‘50s and ‘60s has died (1923-2015). 

Born Ronald Charles Waldron into a working class background in Islington in 
1923, as a youth his talent for singing, whistling and bird impressions was soon 
recognised and he was invited to join various choirs (both church and school).  

At 15 he joined the Arturo Steffani Silver Songsters, a 22 strong choir of young 
men and by the age of 18 he was part of the Songster’s appearance on Radio 

Luxembourg and BBC Children’s Hour. 

He left school and although he always wanted to be in show business he was training to become an 
accountant.  

He served in WW2 and, after wartime service, he decided to try show business and toured with a Jack 
Taylor review “Stardust”. It was then he joined up again with Steffani (who eventually folded the 
Songsters to become his personal manager). Steffani convinced Ronnie to study singing in London and 
yodelling in Switzerland. Now he changed his name to Ronnie Ronalde and started out in variety as a 
solo act working all over the country, working his way up the bills displaying his versatility with songs, 
yodelling and bird song impressions. 

He soon became a headliner both here and abroad. He was 
popular with the Royal family and appeared at the Royal 
Command Performance.  

He began his recording career making solely whistling 
recordings for Decca, but his big success came when he 
signed for EMI, although he also recorded for Columbia, 
Major Minor and Pye. 

He sold millions of records in the 1950s, his first million 
seller was “If I Were a Blackbird “ that stayed in the charts 
for more than 6 months. Other hits included his most famous 
million seller and show finale number “In a Monastery 
Garden”. He recorded more than 200 titles. 

Throughout the ’50s he became a star of stage, radio and TV 
here and on many continents. Across the globe he constantly broke box office records, in 1949 selling 
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out 6,000 seats a night for 10 straight weeks at Radio City New York and the same period in Canada 
selling out a 25,000 seat stadium every night for 2 weeks. 

He constantly travelled and performed throughout the world and was a huge success in Australia, South 
America and South Africa, and Europe. 

He had his own radio show on the BBC appropriately titled “The Voice of Variety” and a TV series on 
ITV “Meet Ronnie Ronalde”. One concert trip took him to Guernsey, an island he grew to love and he 
decided to stay, and he bought a hotel there. In Guernsey he met his wife Rosemarie, they raised three 
children. After Steffani’s death, Rosemarie became Ronnie’s manager. When their children grew up 
Ronnie and Rosemarie moved to New Zealand. 

In his later years Ronnie realised that variety was dying and stepped back from the limelight and did just 
a few special appearances each year. Throughout his fantastic career he remained a pleasant and 
cheerful character and was always happy to meet and chat with his fans. 

In his last years he returned to the UK, and did a few special performances. One last performance was at 
The Hackney Empire in September 2102 at The Water Rats’ “The Golden Age of Variety”. At almost 90 
years old, Ronnie Ronalde was a great success that evening and he received a standing ovation from a 
full house. 

The following year he suffered a heart attack and moved to Brinsworth House, the retirement home for 
variety artistes in Twickenham. Ronnie Ronalde was a member of The Grand Order of Water Rats. His 
1998 autobiography was entitled “Around the World on a Whistle”.  

Bill Haynes 

Keith wrote in Issue 69 (Oct 2012) 

“The highlight for me and all the Woodies and no doubt much of 
the audience was the wonderful Ronny Ronalde - this 90 year old 
veteran strode out on stage, wavy hair perfectly groomed, 
dressed in a three piece scarlet red suit with gold piping, leaving 
us all in no doubt that we were about to witness something very 
special. Gasps of surprise could be heard above the applause as 
he entered from the wings stage left; if his singing voice sounded 
not as strong as it once was his yodelling and the whistling that 
turned him from just another performer into a star all those years 
ago was as strong as ever. Close your eyes and you would never 
believe these sounds were emanating from a man of nine 
decades, the entire theatre now in the palm of his hands. He 
proudly told us he first played this famous old building back in 1942, coming back to top the bill in 
1946 and 1950 before finishing his all too brief set with arguably his most famous tune, the 
haunting In A Monastery Garden, leaving the stage to a much deserved standing ovation and not 
a dry eye in the house. Later I was privileged to shake the hand of this show-biz legend and chat 
albeit far too briefly. He even gave us an impromptu whistle. Wow!!!!” 

From John Hills: 

“We Woodies who saw him at the Hackney Empire recently will remember an electric night when 
he appeared there. As you said “Who would have believed a man standing on a stage whistling 
would bring an audience to their feet giving him a much deserved standing ovation with his first 
song”, something none of us will ever forget, quite amazing!”  

Ken Major replied: 

“Thanks to Bill Haynes I will always store that fantastic night. Funny that we know that we could 
not ever convey the experience to those who were not there. I remember when he did "A Monastry 
Garden" and, after mimicking many birds, he paused just for a second longer than usual which got 
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our 100% attention. Out of the corner of the theatre chirped a cuckoo, perfect and totally 
professional timing, the place went crazy. I thought he was using a machine, but no. Keith and 
Dave jumped out of their seats down in the front rows and were leaping up and down in the Gods 
and everybody was standing and cheering - just because an old guy whistled a cuckoo. I can 
understand why nobody would believe it. Bill has seen him since, not performing though, and 
hopefully there will be a good report in the next TFTW magazine - it won't be in UK Rock for sure!” 

From Dave Rich: 

“What a memorable occasion it was to attend the historical variety theatre and former music hall 
Hackney Empire. I must say for me personally one of the biggest highlights of this eclectic show 
was the appearance of the legendary Ronnie Ronalde walking out on to this huge stage to 
tumultuous applause. This legend of stage, radio and early television immediately transported me 
back to my childhood with those haunting whistling tunes such as his trade mark "In A Monastery 
Garden" and "Happy Whistler”, sitting with my ear pressed against the radio. 

Having been made aware of people’s wartime melodies such as "It’s A Long Way To Tipperary" it 
was a magical experience to hear whistling vastly more technical. For many years I imagined this 
person to have a box of different birds that he trained, so you can imagine how special it was to 
see this person live. During an interval whilst at the bar, ordering my G&T, who should I find 
myself standing next to but the great man himself. Admiration flowing, I asked him how his bird 
sounds and twitter were achieved, often without the use of hands. With a huge smile he replied 
"You mean like this" and proceeded to demonstrate for me. I was overawed, a never to be 
forgotten occasion. 

We shall miss you Ronnie.” 

The recent Tales From The Woods article that mentioned 
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins brought back some wonderful 
memories of this legendary Rock’n’Roller. Yes kids, black 
artistes other than Little Richard were and can be 
Rock’n’Rollers. Hell they were first. For confirmation check out 
the early/mid-fifties song books.  

I first saw Jay when he played the Corn Exchange, Bristol circa 
1964. Of course the mods/students/NME let’s rename 
Rock’n’Roll crew, the misguided and the uninformed were there 
en masse. However there were also a large number of freedom 
fighters for the Big Beat standing in line when this large car 
pulled up and out stepped Jay looking like a dream of a 
Rock’n’Roll star there in all his coolness. Black highly polished 
boots, black pants, black overcoat over a black roll neck with a 
Gene Vincent style medallion and his hair greased back into a 
high wave. With his Honolula Baby tottering on high heels with 
a (thankfully) fake leopard skin coat with her hair hanging down 
to her attractive rear end, plus a legal eagle type manager 
clutching a brief case. 

They headed for the doors with us tagged behind and Jay and 
his crew made one hell of an entrance. The non rocksters 
freaked out then and throughout Jay’s tear it up set. Backed by 
a 4 piece, the Beat Boys maybe from I think Manchester, who 
thankfully and perhaps wisely played it straight. Afterwards Jay 
took some perhaps 20 of us for drinks and much jive talking.  
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I also saw him at a near deserted Ricky Tick club in Windsor 
where he insisted on giving his full show including explosion. 
Then at the Cue Club Paddington were we few Rock’n’Rollers 
had the only white faces in the joint. With a boxing ring style 
stage a super cool Blues Brothers/Malcolm X audience with Jay 
in a floppy beige (heck of a colour) drape suit, his black cape and 
his skull ‘Henry’ on a stick which he waved at the ‘Brothers’ while 
advising them “Not to be cool ‘cause Jay is uncool”. We loved 
him.  

Then in 1965 I booked him from the Roy Tempest agency to 
perform at the Paget Rooms in my home town of Penarth. What 
a night full of memories to last a lifetime. He was just the living 
end and so far out you had to be there to believe it. The only 
drawback being the NME/funk friendly band he had with him who 
I believe were ‘Hogsnort Rupert and his Good Good Band’ who 
were in fact very much a bad bad band. In a word (or two) they 
were pretentious crap. 

I recall appearing in the dressing room with a large bottle of 
Cherry Wine that Jay proclaimed he would not drink, could not 
drink and never would drink as he emptied the bottle, proceeding 
to show us a large and nasty L shaped scar along the length of 
much of his above the belt body. He added that his one-time partner, one Shouting Pat, found out 
that he’d been messing where he shouldn’t have been messing and “cut me good”.  

Jay was a great rockern a stone gasser and the best advice I can give is to tell those who may not 
know his early recordings to grab them now because they’re missing a treat. His kind will not come 
again and that really is a shame fats and cats. Next time perhaps I’ll recall the time I saw 
Champion Jack Dupree when he announced to a blue eyed blues crowd that he played 
Rock’n’Roll and had done so since 1920, breaking in to ‘Drinking Wine’ while climbing over the 
piano.  

Paul Barrett 

Penarthsville (the last resort) 

 

Booking The Big Beat Since Johnny Burnette Was In The Charts 

Paul Barrett 

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises 

(est. circa 1960) 

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world-wide.  

From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to Matchbox, Wee 
Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, 

Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.  

As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and, from 
Germany, the Lennerockers 

One call, book 'em all. 

Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989 

e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com 

mailto:barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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All we had when I was growing up in Bowes Park, Wood 
Green in the 1950s was a radio. We listened to it all the time. 
Mainly to the Light Program which had some music, but a lot 
of sit-coms and shows. 

The recorded music, which was strictly limited by the 
Musicians’ Union imposed ‘Needle Time’, consisted mainly of 
‘Uncle Mac’s Children’s Favorites’, ‘Two Way Family 
Favorites’ and ‘Desert Island Discs. There was also some 
‘live’ music. Virtually no Rock’n’Roll was ever played on any of 
these programs. (Needle time was created in the United 
Kingdom by the Musicians' Union and Phonographic 

Performance Limited to restrict the amount of recorded music that could be transmitted by the 
BBC during the course of any 24-hour period. Until 1967 the BBC was allowed to play only five 
hours per day of commercial gramophone records on the air. It continued to affect BBC Radio 1, 
BBC Radio 2 and the Independent Local Radio stations until 1988 - Wikipedia). 

Some of my personal favorite shows were ‘Journey Into Space’, a sci-fi adventure series with 
characters named Jet and Lemmy, and the comedy shows ‘Meet The Huggets’, ‘Life With The 
Lyons’ and ‘Take It From Here’. The latter had Jimmy Edwards and June Whitfield among others. 
The Glums featuring Ron and Eth, Eth played by June Whitfield, were particularly popular in this 
show, with Eth’s whining voice saying: ‘Oh Ron,’ and he replying in a gormless monotone ‘Yes 
Eth?’ The Huggets starred Kathleen Harrison, her radio husband Jack Warner (of ‘Dixon of Dock 
Green’ fame), and daughter Petula Clark. My best recollection of that show was various salesmen 
calling at their door and admiring their wallpaper, and Harrison saying: ‘Yes, ducks’. Not a term of 
endearment; the wallpaper in their hall featured ducks. The Lyons were a real American family – 
Ben Lyon, his wife Bebe (pronounced bee-bee), and their son Richard and daughter Barbara, with 
Molly Weir as Aggie their Scottish cook. Aggie was horrified when she was talking about Scottish 
songs such as ‘Coming Thru the Rye’ and Richard announced he had Bill Haley’s version ‘Rockin’ 
Thru The Rye’. 

A later show (1960s) I liked was ‘Round The Horne’ with Kenneth Horne, Hugh Paddick and 
Kenneth Williams, which introduced listeners to Jules and Sandy and their camp polari, or gay 
slang (now long died out due to gay liberation). This was a secret language coined when male 
homosexuality was illegal, and was based on Italian, back-slang and theatrical/Romany slang. 
Kenneth Williams’ opening line to Horne was nearly always: ‘How bona to vada your dolly old eek’. 
Most people had no idea what they were on about, but this phrase meant ‘how nice to see your 
handsome old face’. The polari could also convey far more useful messages such as ‘Nanty polari, 
sharpie polone’. Which meant ‘Watch what you say, she’s a plainclothes policewoman’. Several 
polari words have come into general usage such as ‘naff’ and ‘cod’. ‘Naff’ apparently being an 
acronym to describe straight guys – ‘not available for f.....g’. It now just means, like ‘cod’, 
something ugly or unfashionable. 

The Billy Cotton Band Show was another popular radio show of the era, hosted by band leader 
Billy Cotton who opened the show with noisy introductory music (instrumental version of 
‘Somebody Stole My Girl’) and the cry ‘Wakey, Wake-aaay!’ It later transferred to television. 
‘Workers’ Playtime’ was another music and comedy program. Gert and Daisy, played by Jack 
Warner’s sisters Elsie and Doris Waters (Jack’s real name being Horace John Waters), were two 
popular comedy characters in this program. ‘Educating Archie’ was the weirdest of the radio 
shows, featuring ventriloquist Peter Brough and his dummy Archie Andrews. Whether Brough was 
a good or poor ventriloquist did not matter as obviously you could not see him on radio. Beryl Reid 
was a stalwart of this series, playing the Brummy character Marlene. Her favorite catchphrase was 
‘Oo, cocky wizzit’. Reid also played the character Monica, an upper-class schoolgirl. Max 
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Bygraves was also in the program, his well-known catchphrase to Archie being ‘That’s a good idea 
– son!’ 

I loved the introduction to ‘In Town Tonight’ which featured London traffic noises. There were 
many music programs, mostly non-recorded, such as ‘Music While You Work’ and ‘Friday Night Is 
Music Night’ (the latter still running). Both featured live music because of the ‘Needle Time’ 
restriction. You can see why Rock’n’Roll got very little airplay on the BBC – most of the live music 
was instrumental bands or orchestras. 

There were serials like ‘Mrs Dale’s Diary’. Ellis 
Powell originally played the doctor’s wife, though 
after she was sacked in 1963 Jessie Matthews 
took over the role. Mrs Dale’s opening line was 
often about her husband, Dr Dale: ‘I’ve been 
worried about Jim lately’. ‘The Archers’ was 
another popular radio series (still running), I never 
listened to it regularly, but my grandfather would 
not miss an episode. I do remember the gravelly 
voice of one elderly character, Walter Gabriel. In 
those early days it was billed as ‘an everyday 
story of country folk.’ 

There was also the daily ‘Woman’s Hour’ (still running on Radio 4), where my grandmother once 
spoke (or read out loud) about her life, both my mother and grandmother being amateur writers. 

Most of these programs would seem pretty dull and innocuous today. However the same could be 
said of modern television with its hundreds of channels and the prevalence of so-called ‘reality 
shows’. In the earlier days of radio and television programs seemed far more entertaining. 

British radio was quite different from that in America, which had local stations playing different 
kinds of recorded music. There were no local stations in Britain, and the BBC had a monopoly 
which consisted of the Light Program, the Home Service and the Third Program. The latter 
consisted entirely of classical music; the Home Service included a lot of talks. 

In the early 1960s I started being more adventurous, having acquired a transistor radio of my own. 
I tuned in not only to Radio Luxemburg and was introduced to the latest dance crazes from 
America, also Jerry Lee Lewis whose version of ‘Good Golly Miss Molly’ made the British Top 40 
in 1963, but by twiddling the tuner I listened regularly to the propaganda battles going on between 
Radio Moscow, Radio Tirana (Hoxha’s Albania), Radio Prague and the fabulous Radio Berlin 
International (from East Berlin). In the latter an American couple would play Elvis’ and other 
records interspersed with propaganda, obviously hoping American servicemen in West Germany 
would think they were tuned to AFN – the American Forces’ Network. Radio Tirana slagged off 
everybody except Peking, as it was then known (now Beijing). Radio Prague battled with Radio 
Moscow during Dubcek’s Prague Spring, but after August 1968 toed the Moscow line under 
Gustav Husak’s leadership. 

My last regular radio-listening days were in the 1990s when London Country was broadcasting. 
Mainly ‘New Country’ but some of these early ones were quite traditional, and they also played 
some classic traditional Country. Jerry Lee got several airplays, and the station introduced me to 
the likes of George Strait, Alan Jackson, The Judds, The Mavericks, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Patty 
Loveless, etc. I bought some of their CDs. Sadly the station is no longer on the air, but modern 
New Country leaves me cold judging from what little I have heard of it. As George Strait and Alan 
Jackson sang in ‘Murder On Music Row’, Nashville all but killed off traditional Country Music and 
went pop to gain worldwide popularity and make more money.  

I never listen to the radio nowadays, and watch very little television. The computer with its 
interactive features and games seem to have taken over my life in my spare time! 

Tony Papard  
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A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the  

Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet 

Contact Ken for the fuller stories. 

1) Martin Scorcese “The Blues” documentary 3: Scorsese constructed “The Blues” by 
commissioning 7 directors including himself. Clint Eastwood’s film contribution “The Piano Blues” 
is as much about jazz as the blues, parading Dave Brubeck, Pete Jolly and other jazz players to 
the bench to be awkwardly interviewed. “Red, White & Blue”: Mike Figgs’ contribution devotes 90 
minutes to British blues-rock musicians, he never establishes the relevance of the discussion. 
Worse he tries to pass off Tom Jones as a blues singer. Source: Richard Cromelin, Los Angeles 
Times, 28.9.2003 

2) Where There’s Smokey There’s Fire 2: Smokey Robinson’s first Tamla record with the 
Miracles was “Way Over There”. “Shop Around” was the first Tamla Motown record to top the 
national music charts. Smokey wrote “My Girl” for The Temptations, “My Guy” for Mary Wells. In 
1972 Smokey pursued a solo career then took a vice-presidency at Motown. After three years he 
quit his job and returned to the stage. Later Smokey joined SBK, a New York label with Wilson 
Phillips and Jesus Jones. Last year he launched a perfume called “Smoke” which has been picked 
up by K-Mart. Source: Pete Mikla, What’s On, 15.3.1994 

3) Roy Brown Good Rockin’ Tonight 3: Roy, 54, lives in L.A. During the ‘60s Roy was a door 
to door encyclopaedia salesman handing out autographs to get a sale, and during the era Roy had 
done a few sessions for DRA, Connie & Mobile, and Chess cut 4 unreleased sides on him in 1963. 
It was trumpeter Wilbert Brown in Roy’s band who first sang “Good Rockin’ Tonight” on their 
KGBC radio show. When Wilbert fell sick and Roy sang the song the audience loved it. Cecil Gant 
brought Roy to the De-Luxe records owner, Jules Braun, and it became Roy’s first release in 
1947. Source: Nick Tosches, Creem, Dec 1979 

4) The Golden Gate Quartet (2) met Johnny Mercer who encouraged the group to come to 
Hollywood. They appeared in “Hollywood Canteen”, “Star-Spangled Rhythm” and “Duchess Of 
Idaho”. Leader Willie Johnson, drafted during WW11, found a copyright dispute resulted in him 
being removed from the quartet, he later formed The Jubalairs. Ry Cooder credited Johnson with 
the “riff” sound which Louis Jordan adapted to his Tympany Five, and Leonard Feather calls 
Jordan the progenitor of the small group r’n’b idiom that became r’n’r. Johnson died in L.A. aged 
67 from cancer. Source: Burt A. Folkart, L.A. Times, 18.3.1980 

5) Rock’n’Roll stars reside in Las Vegas 2. Guy Mitchell is 71 and has 5 grandchildren and 
moved to Las Vegas 15 years ago from Idaho. His parents were ranchers and in the early 1950s 
he hosted his own musical variety show for Max Factor, and played the Flamingo and El Rancho. 
He had hits with ”Heartaches By The Number” and “Singing The Blues” and often plays Europe 
and at casinos on Indian Reservations in Arizona and Minnesota. Guy is disappointed that he 
does not sing locally anymore, and thinks “Splash” was the last show here to have live musicians. 
Source: Chuck N. Baker, Senior Press, March 1998 

6) Herb Belkin president of Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab located in Sebastopol, Calif., has 
recently issued 4 vinyl LPs including the Muddy Waters 1963 “Folk Singer”, and due out is the 
MJQ live at Carnegie Hall in 1963. Shortly he will release 3 new LPs a month, and by 1995 will 
manufacture 4 high quality LPs per month including vintage rock and roll titles. During 1977 and 
1990 Belkin went to Japan for high quality pressings with the “Victor Company”. In 1990 the 

Baker’s Dozen 
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company “went CD” but in 1993 Belkin found a plant in Burbank willing to make high quality 
standard albums. Source: Gwen Gibson, Nevada Senior World, Aug 1994 

7) The 2011 film “The Descendants” with George Clooney is said to be the first Hollywood film 
scored exclusively with Hawaiian music. Dennis Kamakahi performed on the soundtrack with slack 
key guitar. This is acoustic guitar and distinguished by its open tunings and finger picking. Said to 
have been developed by Hawaiian cowboys who learned the style from Mexican vanqueros. It was 
revived in the ‘60s by Gabby Pahinui, guitarist and singer with the Sons of Hawaii, Dennis 
recorded 7 albums with this band. Born 1953 died of lung cancer in Honolulu 2014. Source: 
Elaine Woo, Los Angeles Times, 3.5.2014 

8) Earl Gaines who had a feature in the February issue, will be the featured performer on June 
14/15th 1994 at the “Salute to the American Truck Appreciation Celebration” at Baggett’s GALLUP 
76 in Gallup, N.M. Earl and his band will perform each night singing his hits. Also part of the 
celebration which starts at 1pm and runs until 9pm each night are a free barbecue cookout for 
drivers, games and prizes, exhibits from Mobile Oil, the Interstate Radio Network, Cummins 
Southwest and other top truck industry suppliers. So gallop into Baggett’s Gallup for some real 
roadside blues. Source: Road King, June/July 1994 

9) John Brooks, the Elvis Impersonator on “what makes a good King”: When he was 9 lived in 
a small town in Utah and won a contest singing “Blue Suede Shoes”. Knows more than 350 Elvis 
songs and the toughest to perform are “Rags To Riches” and “Just Pretend”. I had these 4 ladies 
who wanted me to meet up with them all at the same time, I didn’t. Biggest no-no in the fake Elvis 
manual is thinking you are Elvis and thinking you are too big for your fans. Ate fried peanut butter 
and banana sandwiches about 3 years ago for the first time. I loved it. Source: Matt Jacobs, 
Vegas Seven, 15.5.2014 

10) On January 2, Larry Williams was the victim of a single gunshot through his right temple. 
His mother found him sprawled under a table on the 2nd floor at his home in Laurel Canyon. 
Friends and some of his family said he was murdered. Police say he killed himself. Little Richard 
stood at a pulpit during William’s funeral and sang “Precious Lord” a tearful spiritual in a sweet 
baritone. Some began to applaud, but stopped, remembering this was a funeral. Johnny Guitar 
Watson returned to his seat muttering he could not sing anything. Bobby Womack who was a 
pallbearer last saw Larry on Dec 30th or 31st. Source: Richard E. Meyer, 11.1.1980 

11) George Holmes Jr. was a member of a second generation version of the Ink Spots died 
Nov. 22 in Denver. He was born 15.12.23 in Trinidad, Colo. He was a Las Vegas resident and 
performed for more than 22 years at the Four Queens Hotel with his “George Holmes Ink Spots”. 
He recorded one original song “I’m So Tired” and played with many groups before meeting Deek 
Watson leader of the original Ink Spots. When the original group disbanded Holmes worked with 
Watson and Charlie Fuqua. In 1968 Holmes was given the rights to use the name of the original 
Ink Spots. Source: Alonza Robertson, Las Vegas Review Journal, 28.11.1993 

12) The old 1907 Cleveland County courthouse in Shelby, N.C. houses the Earl Scruggs 
Center, a museum that explores Scrugg’s career and the history of bluegrass music. The two level 
museum has volunteer guides and Scruggs was alive during planning. Scruggs has said the 
courthouse was the finest building he had ever seen. It is suggested start with the intro film in 
which some of his fans are interviewed such as Steve Martin, (TFTW Stompers may remember 
Martin playing banjo at the JazzFest.km). Scruggs developed his signature style aged 10 and died 
on 28.3.12 aged 88. Source: Diane Daniel, Las Vegas-Review Journal 13.4.2014 

13) Universal Music Group, Sony Music Entertainment, EMI Group, Warner Music Group and 
Bertelsmann Music Group have agreed to share info. to track down artists who are owed royalties. 
Attorney, Gen. Eliot Spitzer began the investigation 2 years ago and about $25 million has already 
been paid with another $25 million imminent. An estimate is that $500 million is outstanding but 
location of artists is sometimes very difficult as acts are dropped or managers switched. The 
companies will post advertisements to find performers and could provide paychecks to many 
lesser known acts. Source: Jeff Leeds, L.A. Times, 5.4.2004 

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major  
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Sunday, November 23, 2014 

Stranger and Patsy at the 100 Club  

There aren't too many original Jamaican artists from the golden age of ska and rocksteady still 
around so it was a treat to see Stranger Cole and Patsy Todd at the 100 Club last night, backed by 
UK ska band the Paradimes. Beginning in 1962, Stranger recorded dozens of tracks for a variety 
of producers, including Duke Reid, Coxsone Dodd and Lee 'Scratch' Perry and had records 
released on many UK labels, including Blue Beat, Island, Black Swan, Doctor Bird, Amalgamated 
and Unity. Today he's as skinny as a rake and full of life - indeed his constant motto seems to be 
'more life'.  

Dressed in a shiny grey suit, T shirt from the 
Skamouth Festival and obligatory hat, his set 
included a cross section of his ska and rocksteady 
numbers, including Bangarang, Koo Koo Doo, the 
excellent Rough And Tough, Uno Dos Tres, When I 
Get My Freedom, Crying Every Night, finishing with 
Run Joe. He recalled that he came to the UK in 
1970 to settle and had to fill in a form asking his 
name, address, occupation and sex. He entered six 
or seven times a week to the last question. Later he 

moved to Canada where he worked in a factory before opening a record shop and recording 
several albums for his own label. 

Patsy Todd has not performed a great deal in the near 50 years since she gave up the music 
business and moved to New York, but she was fine on a solo number and on duets with Stranger 
(Tonight, Give Me The Right and their best known number When I Call Your Name). Patsy's role in 
ska history goes back to the early sixties too, when she recorded Housewife's Choice with Derrick 
Morgan.  

Overall it was a highly entertaining night and brought back some great memories of the sixties. 

Friday, December 19, 2014 

Mandy Rice-Davies RIP  

Another death - this time of Mandy Rice-Davies, who was at the centre of 
the Profumo scandal in the early sixties. I was very interested in the whole 
story and carried a photo of her around with me for some time. Of course, 
she is now best remembered for her comment at the trial of osteopath 
Stephen Ward, when Lord Astor denied having an affair with her or even 
having met her: 'He would, wouldn't he.'  

There are still unanswered questions from the whole scandal (as there 
clearly are from other Establishment scandals that have been covered up 
over the years). Following is an entry from my blog on March 10th, 2006, 
when John Profumo died, which attracted some interest from Profumo 

obsessives. 

Friday, March 10, 2006 

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles 

from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip 

over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick. 

http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/
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Profumo - the mystery remains  

The death of John Profumo yesterday brings back vivid memories of the scandal that engrossed 
the nation back in 1963. It's hard to imagine today just what an impact the events had at the time. 
Today we learn about a new political scandal nearly every month (Jowell, Blunkett, Mandelson 
etc) but the Profumo affair was mega news. An impressionable teenager at the time, I pored over 
each new piece of salacious gossip and had a collection of newspaper photos of Christine Keeler, 
Mandy Rice Davies and co. 

It's all a long time ago but two intriguing questions remain. The first is the identity of the 'man in the 
mask' who served naked at parties at Cliveden House, the home of Lord Astor. Was he a Cabinet 
Minister - perhaps Rab Butler or even Harold MacMillan himself - as has been suggested? The 
report into the affair by Lord Denning said no - but, in the immortal words of Mandy Rice Davies 
'he would say that, wouldn't he?' Perhaps the truth is even more sensational. I've heard the Duke 
of Edinburgh's name mentioned as a candidate. 

The second question is the apparent suicide of the gay osteopath and socialite Stephen Ward - 
the pimp in this affair - during his trial. Stephen Dorril in a book he co-wrote with Anthony 
Summers 'Honeytrap' claimed that Stephen Ward was "killed on the orders of MI5". The authors 
say that an unnamed MI6 officer told them that Ward "was deliberately given a drugs overdose" by 
Stanley Rytter, who is alleged to have worked for MI5. Dorrill and Summers further claimed in an 
article in The Guardian (3rd May 1988), that their MI6 contact told them that "Ward was a threat", 
and that there were "sex photographs, which could damage the Macmillan government and the 
royal family". A friend of mine, who knew Ward and others in the case, also believed he had been 
murdered. Maybe Ward just knew too much for his own good. 

Sunday, January 11, 2015 

Curtis Lee & Anita Ekberg RIP  

Curtis Lee, who has died aged 73, recorded some of my favourite rock 
and roll records of the early sixties, a couple of which, Pretty Little Angel 
Eyes and Under The Moon Of Love have become all-time classics. Both 
of these were produced by Phil Spector for the Dunes label, prior to him 
setting up Philles, and have been much covered over the years. Curtis's 
recording career goes back to 1959 when he moved from his home town 
of Yuma, Arizona, to the West Coast, where he recorded a Johnny 
Burnette penned number called Pure Love for the Warrior label, also 
recorded by Sonny James. Curtis was discovered by Ray Peterson, who 
signed him to his Dunes label, where he teamed up with Tommy Boyce to write his two biggest 
hits. Spector brought in the Halos, who had a doowop hit with Nag, to back him on Pretty Little 
Angel Eyes, and Under The Moon Of Love became a UK number one in the seventies for 
Showaddywaddy. The B side, Beverly Jean, is also a classic.  

Curtis's follow up to this, the Gary US Bonds-flavoured A Night At Daddy Gee's, was almost as 
good, but his career stalled, and after a couple of blue eyed soul records for small labels he retired 
from the music business in the late sixties and returned to Yuma where he became a builder. 

Swedish actress Anita Ekberg, who has died aged 83, was one of the top 
Hollywood sex symbols of the fifties and early sixties and is best known for 
her starring role in the Italian film La Dolce Vita in 1960. 
Other films included Back From Eternity, Interpol, 
Hollywood Or Bust, Paris Holiday, Boccaccio 70 and 4 
For Texas. She was, in my personal opinion, gorgeous. 

It's farewell too to another sex symbol of the sixties 
Donna Douglas, who came to fame as Elly Mae 

Clampett in the Beverly Hillbillies. Born in Baton Rouge, she appeared in a 
number of TV series but, apart from a starring role with Elvis Presley in the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_EjlsYiVD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sI5SiPZt-Qc
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1966 movie Frankie and Johnny, she never quite made it in films. 

Finally, The Vinyl Word raises a glass to Eric 'Rockin' Ricky' Nugent, who compered several of the 
Tales From The Woods shows and also proved himself to be a very good singer. RIP to them all. 

Saturday, January 24, 2015 

My top ten 50 years back  

Now and then I delve back into my list of personal top ten records that I studiously wrote down 
once or twice a week from 1960 to 1965. Looking at the list for 50 years ago - January 22nd, 1965 
to be precise - it's striking how many classic recordings are listed. What also struck me was the 
important role that the pirate radio stations played in those days. For example, standing at number 
six in my top ten was Baby Don't You Do It by Marvin Gaye - a great record and a substantial US 
hit. Yet when I checked the Rare Record Guide I realised that it was never released as a single in 
the UK. It didn't even come out on an LP until later in 1965 on Marvin's How Sweet It Is To Be 
Loved By You album. Yet it clearly got significant airplay on the pirates. Why it wasn't released as 
a single I don't know, but maybe it had something to do with the changeover in distribution in the 
UK from Stateside to the new Tamla Motown label, which was launched in March, 1965.  

Another case in point was Leader Of The Pack by the 
Shangri-Las, which received a great amount of airplay 
on the pirate stations (but not, naturally, on the BBC 
which banned it because of its death theme) before it 
was belatedly released in the UK and became a hit. By 
this time the follow up Give Him A Great Big Kiss (with 
its great line 'You best believe I'm in love, L-U-V') was 
ready for release and both records find themselves listed 
in my top ten. (Top 12 actually, as there were so many 
good records around that I had five tied in equal eighth 
place). 

Another point of note is that Sam Cooke's Shake is at joint number one on my chart. This isn't 
surprising as virtually everything recorded by Sam made it to number one in my top ten. But what 
is worthy of note is that there's no sign of the B side - A Change Is Gonna Come. It received no 
airplay that I can recall on first release and it was only later that it was recognised as one of the 
great civil rights anthems of all time. The version issued as a 45 was edited to exclude one verse 
which was on the original LP track. Some people thought that this was because RCA thought the 
verse too controversial, although Peter Guralnick in his book Dream Boogie says that Sam made 
the decision in order to make the length of the single more suitable for radio airplay. Check out this 
great video of Shake.    

Here's my top 12: 
 1= You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling - Righteous Brothers 
 1= Shake - Sam Cooke 
 3. Leader Of The Pack - Shangri-Las 
 4. Hold What You've Got - Joe Tex 
 5. Night Train - James Brown 
 6. Baby Don't You Do It - Marvin Gaye 
 7. Dance Dance Dance - The Beach Boys 
 8= Oh No Not My Baby - Maxine Brown 
 8= Come See About Me - Supremes 
 8= The Name Game - Shirley Ellis 
 8= Keep Searchin' - Del Shannon 
 8= Give Him A Great Big Kiss - Shangri-Las 

Nick Cobban 

As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKhqL3xS0Dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfieVfAwU0w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4DDJW0rOG5s
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Letters to the Editor 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Copies of the December issue of American 
Music Magazine (issue #137) arrived in the 

UK just before Christmas. Following-on 
from the superb previous issue which 

featured Meteor Records, this time the main 
feature homes in on Mira Smith's RAM 

Records out of Shreveport, a label close to 
our hearts through our friends Alton and 
Margaret Warwick - prime ‘movers and 

shakers’ in the story.  The article is written 
by Dominique Anglares and Ken Major. 

As with the Meteor story, the RAM feature 
is lavishly illustrated with artist photos and 
countless label shots. The magazine also 
includes, inter-alia, an interview with Dick 

D'Agostin who worked with Eddie Cochran 
(the much missed Tony Wilkinson initially 

started work on this project) and a review of 

the TFTW co-promoted Earl Jackson gig at 

the Dublin castle. The main features are all 
in English - Woodies in the UK or Eire 

wanting a copy should contact Dickie Tapp: 
dickietapp@googlemail.com (the cost of a 

single issue inc. p & p = £9) - otherwise 
contact AMM direct: 

photo@americanmusicmagazine.com 

Hi Keith, Just spent an enjoyable time reading the 
latest magazine. Thanks for including the cover of 
"The Rock", which, if nothing else, will prove how 

fan mags have improved. Had a bit of a laugh 
imagining subscribers seeing it right at the 

beginning of TFTW - they must have feared that you 

had lost so much money that TFTW was forced to 

go back to the cheap and nasty ‘70s fan mag 
production! 

By the way, I see that you are holding one of your 
gigs at the 100 club on March 8th 2015. THAT IS 
MY 75 BIRTHDAY!! (That is why I am shouting).  

I must make that show, especially as it features 
boogie woogie, without which there would be no 
‘50s Rock'n'Roll). Also, it is frightening how few 

artists survive into their late ‘70s.  (Good job I am 
not an artist - I can't paint for toffee).  

Best wishes, 

Neil Foster 

Further to an email 
regarding Ral Donner 

record covers; 

Crumbs!  Ral Donner!!!!! 

I recall in 1961 giving up 
on a girl and later 

changing my mind.  As 
you can imagine "You 

don't know what you've 
got" was at the top of 

my play list at the time. 

She never gave me a 
second chance and we 
both went on to make 

very happy and 
successful marriages.  

So glad that we keep in 
touch with each other at 

birthday times. 

Steve Derby 

 

The Organ for the Swedish 
Rock'n'Roll Club 

 
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN 

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC 
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published 

three times a year for all devotees of 50's 
associated music. Each issue comprises at 

least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles 
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious 
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist 
discographies and recording session details 

when available. 
Annual subscription rates for three issues is 
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For 

more enquiries contact our UK representative 
Dickie Tapp at e-mail: 

dickietapp@googlemail.com 

mailto:dickietapp@googlemail.com
mailto:photo@americanmusicmagazine.com
mailto:dickietapp@googlemail.com
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An occasional feature containing a selection of TFTW email anecdotes from Chingford Woodie 
Derek Pedder, aka: “The Sandal Vandal” 

 

1) Email dated 6.12.2007 

Ken. Would it be possible to circulate the following please? Thank you 

Does anybody have a recording of Hep To The Jive – Cab Calloway 
Story Part 2 which could be copied onto audio tape for me please? 

For years I have been intrigued by the very enjoyable records (I 
Wanna Say Hello / Back In The Good Old Days / A Broken 
Engagement) by Ellen Sutton with Sir Hubert Pym at the pianoforte. I 
suspect that the latter is a pseudonym! I have tried on the internet and 
in discographies but can find no reference. Does anybody have any 
information about them e.g. who they were (are?). 

2) Email dated 11.3.2008 

Thanks Ken. No information received or found anywhere on internet. Obviously a pseudonym but 
identity seems to be a mystery. I have I Wanna Say Hello and Back In The Good Old Days on 78 
which are terrific but my absolute favourite is A Broken Engagement beautifully sung by Ellen 
Sutton on the reverse of one of them. I discovered that I Wanna Say Hello is on a John Peel 
compilation CD. 

3) Email dated 15.12.2007 

Have now read the Telegraph obituary of Ike Turner as no doubt have many others. Definitely 
better than Daily Mail as you would expect but still focussing too much in my opinion on the 
alleged violence and irregularities of his life. But I suppose that it is aimed at a general readership 
interested in him as a personality rather than a musician. Although we first became aware of Ike 
through Its Gonna Work Out Fine and unwittingly via the early Wolf records and some Woodies 
possibly even earlier, most people became aware via River Deep or even later. When Tina 
became very famous people were amazed when I said that we had seen her and Ike loads of 
times over many years. Also illustrated with a silly picture. But at least the music is treated equally 
with the other stuff and he is described as one of the most important pioneers of modern pop 
music (slight précis by me from memory). And when was Pinetop Perkins last mentioned in an 
English national daily paper? 

4) Email dated  13.2.2008  

Demise of  Freddie Bell: Very sad to hear that. Giddy Up a Ding Dong was one of my first records 
bought and still a favourite. On a personal level, very glad to have seen him at last at Camber a 
few years ago. His pre-Presley (I think) Hound Dog is good too – quite different from Big Mama’s 
original.  

5) Email dated 14.2.2008 

To Ken Major: Didn’t know that you are a football man too. Your team not doing badly now. 
(Spurs). You have probably not heard of my team - Barking. My dad first took me 57 years ago 
when I was 8 and it’s a life sentence with no time off for good behaviour, not that I would qualify for 
that. Having been many things (except player) from programme seller to treasurer I am press 
officer and archivist now. 

 

With thanks to Ken Major  
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Like many Woodies and pre-Woodies, I was shocked at the very sudden passing to Spirit of 
Charles Dale. I have many memories of him, mainly happy ones, and some not so happy. Such as 
when the beefy drummer of one of my favorite groups punched him in the face, mistaking him for 
another Charles who had stolen the drummer's girlfriend, or something similar. Charles forever 
ribbed me about sporting a leather jacket with the name of this 'bunch of yobbos'. He used the 
same expression once to describe some of Gene Vincent's fans, saying he was a 'good chappie' 
but questioning why this mob followed him around. (Charles was not describing the Woodies as 
Gene transited to Spirit long before they were established!) 

At Pakefield for the Wildest Cats In Town weekender we were having lunch or dinner, and Charles 
was surprised I was eating 'overdone beef' which he considered very common. I completely 
agreed with Charles, since beef and lamb is supposed to be served pink, but try explaining that to 
even posh Carveries in West End hotels, let alone the cafeteria at Pontins. The alternatives on the 
menu were even less appealing to my taste, so I had to chomp through boiled rag... well that's 
what overdone beef tastes like to me anyway. 

I'm afraid I rather upset poor Charles during the Eddie Cochran weekender some years ago. 
Expressing surprise that he had just returned from Cuba of all places (knowing my politics and 
Charles’ were not exactly the same), I said they now do cheap holidays to Cuba - in fact free ones. 
I said they give you an orange jumpsuit and take you to a charming little resort called Guantanamo 
Bay. Charles retorted that he'd had quite enough of my leftie sarcasm. 

Another humorous memory is when Charles missed his train to Woking and had to stay overnight 
in my spare room. He adored my cat at the time, Tibby, and 
kept asking after her till the day she passed away. On the train 
to Clapham Junction Charles had entertained me and the other 
passengers by introducing himself as 'Jerry Lee Lewis - I 
married my 13-year old cousin'. The looks on the passengers' 
faces was priceless. 

The last time I spoke to Charles was when he rang me on the 
phone before Christmas for Lee Wilkinson's new address. I 
gave it to him, and apologized for forgetting to include birthday 
cards for Charles and Lee (both December 15th) with my 
Christmas cards. Charles pretended to be upset I'd forgotten 
his birthday, though of course I reassured him that he and Lee 
would get their cards from me in time for their birthdays. 

There was the party at Charles' house many years ago. Keith and I arrived by taxi to find the place 
in darkness. Inside dim shapes could be made out sitting around the lounge, as Charles explained 
that the fuse had gone. We found the fusebox and fixed it, then after a few drinks people got a bit 
peckish. Barbara and the children were away, so Charles produced a raw cabbage and a raw 
carrot from the kitchen and asked if we could make a snack out of these ingredients. Carrot and 
cabbage soup came to mind, but we found some bread and cheese and settled for sandwiches. 

I have many fond memories of Charles Dale which will remain with me forever. Deepest sympathy 
to Barbara and his family, because no matter what you may believe or don't believe, the departure 
from this Earth of someone dear to you is always very upsetting, especially when it happens 
suddenly and unexpectedly. 

I missed the last meet-up, but I metaphorically raise a glass to Charles Dale, one of the original 
Woodies. 

Charles was always a good friend to me. 

Tony Papard 
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The Buzz 
Welcome to The Buzz 

The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show 
your face. 

Again that clock on the wall has beaten this eccentric hat 
wearing boogie woogie, rockin', blues boy from way down south in Bromley 
town once again. Mr Dave 'Jazz Junction' Carroll is waiting in the wings, finger 
tapping his watch with an imnpatient glare in my direction. It is time now to 
hand over to Dave for another of his wonderfully eclectic gig guides, admired 
by us all. 

See You in Issue 84 Gang.  

 

The Gig List 

Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate. 

The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.  

 

February 2015 

6 Friday Jeremiah Marques & The Blue Aces 

The Sydenham Blues Club returns to its previous venue for its Friday night gigs. 

The Golden Lion, 116 Sydenham Road SE26 5JX  Collection 

 

7 Saturday Dana Gillespie 

English singer who put the stiff into bawdy blues.  

Brooks Blues Bar, Jazz Cafe POSK, 238-246 King Street W6 0RF  £10 

 

12 Thursday Cara Dillon 

Outstanding Irish folksinger, with band.  

Cecil Sharp House £22.50 + fees 

 

17 Tuesday Jolie Holland 

Former member of Canadian folk group, The Be Good Tanyas, now playing something else with own band. 

Bush Hall £14 + fees 

 

28 Saturday Bill Kirchen 

The Titan of the Telecaster returns with a band that includes Austin DeLone. 

Half Moon, Putney £11 

 

March 2015 

1 Sunday Kit Packham’s One Jump Ahead 

Seasoned campaigner bringing back memories of the now defunct Dover Street Wine Bar and its ilk.  An 

afternoon gig. 

The Bull’s Head, Putney 2.30 pm £8 + fees 

 

5 Thursday Little Victor 

The Beale Street Blues Bopper cooking in Camden. 

The Blues Kitchen, Camden Free 

 

5 Thursday Paul Ansell’s Number 9 

‘Who is number one?’ is not a question to worry liberated Rock’n’Roll fans. 

The Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch Free 
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6 Friday The Chi-Lites 

Moderately bashful group still looking for departed girlfriend. 

Clapham Grand £25 + fees 

 

8 Sunday Henri Herbert and Big John Carter with the Chris Corcoran Trio 

Another TFTW presentation proving that boogie-woogie piano music is not dead.  

The 100 Club £12 

 

16 Monday Linda Gail Lewis & Some Like It Hot 

‘Dave Travis celebrates 50 years in show business’. A TFTW event. 

The Spice of Life £10 Adv, £15 Door 

 

21 Saturday Little George Sueref 

A swift return for Lazy Lester’s favourite London accompanist.  A What’s Cookin’ promotion. 

Leytonstone Ex-Servicemen’s Club, Harvey Road E11 3DB Collection 

 

28 Saturday Ben Waters 

‘My favourite piano player of all time’ said Jools Holland.  Here with band. 

The 100 Club £12 + fees 

 

30 Monday Bettye Lavette 

Overdue popular success may have come late in her career, but this soul-singer was never deterred.  

Promoting latest album ‘Worthy’. 

Jazz Cafe £25 + fees 

 

April 2015 

1 Wednesday Kimmie Rhodes 

Texan singer-songwriter tours again.  A Green Note promotion. 

The Old Queen’s Head, 44 Essex Road N1 8LN £12 + fees 

 

12 Sunday Mike Sanchez & His Band 

Suit-saturating excitement from rhythm & blues favourite.  

The 100 Club £14  +fees (adv) £17 (door) 

 

14 Tuesday Daniel Lanois 

Acclaimed record producer, instrumentalist, singer etc. 

Islington Assembly Hall £21.95 (via venue website) 

 

28 Tuesday Mud Morganfield 

Son of famous father proving that mud sticks thicker than water. 

Jazz Cafe £15 + fees 

 

Ace Café March Music 

Wed 4th – 6pm – 1pm – Hot Rod Night with DJ Bill Guntrip – 
Entry Free 

Sat 14th – 9pm – Late – March of the Teds with The 
Fantoms + DJ Bill Guntrip – Entry £10. Sorry no under 18s. 

Sat 28th – 7pm – 11pm – Rhythm n’ Cruise Rockin’ Record 
Hop with DJ Jimmy Guntrip – Entry Free 

 

 

 

 

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE 
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum), 
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all 

TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social 
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact 

'Tales From The Woods' 
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA 

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941 
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk 

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black 
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year. 

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods 
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